
Workitem:  

DICOM Conformance Statement Improvements 
 

Open Issues: 
WG 31 

1. In the Overview Section: How detailed must the table for the supported services really be. There 
are actually two types of users for the overview. The more technical users, who want to know 
some level of technical details, and the more clinically oriented users, who really want a high 
level overview? How can we best accommodate these two different usage scenarios?  
The subgroup decided to move the detailed tables initially planned as Section 5.1 Summary of all 
supported Services into the overview. Is this approach ok? 

2. Current Section 3 contains a lot of boiler plate text that is usually copied from Part 2. Is this really 
needed? Can we just reference text in Part 2. 

3. Should private attributes be listed as a separate section or inside the created IOD Definitions? 

4. What is the best way to document SR content?  

5. Based on the results of the survey about 40% of the respondents were interested in seeing basic 
configuration information in the overview, is this really necessary and if so, what is the 
information that is needed here? For now we leave it out.  

6. In general, should sections for services not supported be removed from the document or should 
they be kept and marked with N/A. The advantage of keeping them would be that section 
numbering would be consistent across different vendors. The disadvantage would be, that 
depending on the amount of services supported, there may be many sections marked as N/A.  

7. Section 6: Decide on which approach to use for configuration 

8. Appendix A: Should IOD tables be part of an Appendix or the Storage Subsection of Chapter 5?  

 

WG 31/27 

9. Section 1.3:  The table here is for workflow management and therefore contains  a variety of 
services e.g. Worklist related services, Storage Commitment, MPPS; UPS. Some of them have an 
equivalent in the web services world, some of them don't. As of now, the only one having this 
correlation is UPS, however there is no distinction between different SOP Classes as in the DIMSE 
world. UPS –RS defines action types, which relate to on command in the various SOP Classes. 

How do we document, which of the action types refer are supported by the client?  

10. Section 1.3: I did a mapping between Different SOP Classes for UPS and UPS-RS action types. 
Somebody needs to verify that this mapping is appropriate? 

11. Section 1.3:  There certain action types (e.g. getCapabilities) in the web service definition for 
which there is not DIMSE equivalent. How/Where do we document them in the overview?  

12. Section 1.4: In DIMSE on the one hand we distinguish between different retrieve models (e.g 
Patient, Study, Patient Study) and also between different “retrieval levels” (e.g. PATIENT, STUDY, 
SERIES, INSTANCE).  

In WADO-RS on the other hand there are the so called action types (RetrieveStudy, 
RetrieveSeries, RetrieveInstance, RetrieveFrame, RetrieveBulkData, RetrieveMetaData, 
RetrieveRendered), which partially have and equivalent in the query level, but not all of them. 
However if I understand, all of these action types have to be supported anyway. 



Nevertheless I was wondering whether with this background you would fill in the table (e.g you 
support the study root query retrieve model and you support WADO-RS, how would you set your 
check marks in the table). Is WADO-RS by the way it is defined per se equivalent to the STUDY 
retrieve level? 

13. Section 1.4: For WADO-RS do we need to distinguish between different transfer syntaxes  

14. Section 4.1: Check Web Services Network Flow diagram with WG 31. This has been very 
inconsistently documented in current DICOM Part 2  

15. Section 5.1: Is there any AET concept for Media services ? What about Web Services.  

16. Section 7.3.9.1: For discussion with WG 27 : Is this way of documenting status codes sufficient. 
Our assumption is, that for 

-  Client Agents: We provide a description of what the system does when encountering a status 
code 

- Origin Server: We define the condition when a specific code is returned 

 

WG 6 (or more strategic discussions) 

17. How can adoption of the new template be encouraged.  

Answer: 

18. How can documentation burden for small vendors be kept at a minimum 

 

 

ToDo Items for WG 31 Subgroup 

 Revisit decision to merge SOP Class and SOP Class UID column  

 Finalize  text in Section 4.2 (select one of the provided alternatives)  

  Add a subsection 5.3.x to describe content of Media Storage Directory 

 Correct table for Modality Worklist SCU C-FIND parameters, split column for Return KEy into 
matching and return keys (similar for all other C-FIND related query tables) 

 Section 5.2.2.2:  List table which are mandatory for product implementation. Double check with 
Part 4 whether this is needed  

 Write a DICOM CP Table B4-1 in DICOM needs to be extended Wording of Note 1 after needs to 
be update (Section 4.1.3) 

 Finalize Section 5.2.5.2 

 Table for data coercion should include examples 

 Do we need the new value column (for changes? For addition?) 

 Provided a proposal for display requirements accounting for depencies on IODs, values, value 
combinations, …. 

 Compression: Free text?  Dependency on chapter Bruno to come up with a proposal for 
section 5 and 7. In the context of this does it make sense to split 5 and 7  

 Section 5.2.7.1: align tables with finalized table in section 5.2.1 on MWL  

 Section 7: Is Network Communication Details the correct name, since we are addressing Media 
in here as well? 

 Section 7.2.1: 2 ways to do this 

- All activities in one diagram (prefered) 



- Multiple diagrams for different activity. Do not create new sub chapters. 

 Section 7.2.2.: Should Media Services be listed here under Network Communication ? 

 Section 7.2.3 and 7.2.4: Are association Initiation and acceptance the right names or should we 
use SCU/SCP 

 Section 7.2.3: Check whehter parameters for extended negotiation have to be requested  

 Section 7.2.4: Rename column "Supported" into "Sent in Response" and "Comment" into 
Supported Values 

 Section 7.2.5: Decide on a way to document Transfer Syntax Selection policies  

 Section 7.3.5.2: Add the related field columns for all tables. 

- SCU – What do you do with the codes – the behavior? 

- SCP – Do you send it ? At what condition do you send it ? 

 Appendix A: Move IOD tables back into section 5. Check with WG 31 

 Appendix A: Document Private Attributes with each IOD they are part of? Private attributes 
should indicate whether they contain PHI (?). Check with WG31.   

 Appendix A: Instruction Text is needed to indicate that for each IOD that is marked as created in 
overview a subsection is needed in the IOD definitions. 

 Appendix A Should we standardize on the language here? Options could be 

* copied from MWL 

* User entered 

*generated by the system 

*from system configuration/presets 

* Always empty 

* Fixed Values 

Double check acronyms currently in part 2 

(Decision from F2F: Add a column for Source which contains MWL, System, User, Hardcoded, 
Configuration, Source Image. Multiple values allowed, however if multiple values explanation is 
needed.  

Also add a column for presence of Atribute/Value: Always, Value conditional, attribute 
conditionals  and Empty 

Do we need to distinguish between attribute present and value present 

Keep column value 

 Appendix A: Are both the general and the enhanced equipment module needed 

Closed Issues: 
1. How are Web services documented in the Summary subsection of Section 5 and/or throughout 

the document? 

Answer:  After discussion with WG 6, Web Services have been integrated into the respective 
overview tables. Detailed descriptions for the capabilities and parameters, configuration and 
error handling have been added to the respective Sections  

2. Section 7 and Section 8 are two different ways to present the Network Communication Details. 
Final decision about which approach will be used is still outstanding. 



Answer: Combined both approaches. See current Structure of Section 7. Section 8 will be added 
for Security 

3. How do document Application specific capabilities or licensable features in general and in the 
overview the Summary subsection of Section 5? 

Answer: Provide footnotes under tables. If more details are needed, refer to an annex 

4. How to represent the connection between AE and services  

Answer: During the WG31 meeting at the RSNA it was suggested to provide a table at the 
beginning of section 5 which provides a mapping between AEs and Services  

5. Should we represent all the details of sequencing (including association details) in section 4 or 
should it be represented in Technical Details or Services Section. If we move it to more detailed 
section, do we keep a summary in section 4. 

Answer: It was decided to provide a high level diagram showing the different 
components/services of the system in Section 4. Details flow diagrams would be provided in 
Section 7 

6. Where should status codes be documented? The two options are 

 In the service definitions of Section 5 

 As a subsection in the Section 7 on Network Communication Details. 

Current thinking is to bundle them altogether in Section 7.  

Answer: WG 6 also suggested to keep it in section 7 

19. In Section 5.2, how granular do we need to provide these services. Do we need to list the exact 
SOP Classes (e.g all different Storage SOP Classes supported?) or the different query/retrieve 
models or is the service itself sufficient? 

Answer: For now the decision is to keep it on the service level.  

 



1 Overview   

<Provide a short description of the products DICOM functionality> 

<Please fill in the tables below with the details regarding all supported services. The tables below show 
some example entries, add and delete as needed> 

1.1 Verification  

SOP Classes Transfer Syntax  
User of 
Service  
(SCU) 

Provider  of 
Service  
(SCP) 

Verification 
(1.2.840.10008.1.1) 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2     

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1     

Explicit Big Endian(retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2     

 

1.2 Storage 

Storage SOP Classes 

The following table lists all Storage SOP Classes and the supported transfer mechanism as well as how 
the Instances are used: 

 Create: The system natively creates the underlying IOD and is able to transfer it via one of the 
storage service. 

 Display: The system receives the underlying IOD via one of the underlying storage services and 
displays them to the user 

 Process: The system receives the underlying IOD and processes it to derive some further 
information that is made available to the user (e.g. a CAD processing algorithm). 

 Archive: The system receives the underlying IOD and archives them to long term storage. Arching 
is indicated by the following Flags: 

o U: uncompressed 

o C: compressed 

o A: as received 

 

SOP Classes Transfer Syntax  

 

C-Store 

 

STOW-RS 

 

 

Media Services 

 

Function 

 SCU SCP CA OS FSC FSR FSU Create Display Process Archive 

Computed 
Radiography 
Image Storage 

1.2.840.10008
.5.1.4.1.1.1 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2            

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1            

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2 
           



SOP Classes Transfer Syntax  

 

C-Store 

 

STOW-RS 

 

 

Media Services 

 

Function 

 SCU SCP CA OS FSC FSR FSU Create Display Process Archive 

             

             

Digital X-Ray 
Image Storage 
- For 
Presentation 

1.2.840.10008
.5.1.4.1.1.1.1 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2            

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1            

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2 
           

             

             

Digital X-Ray 
Image Storage 
–  For 
Processing 

 

1.2.840.10008
.5.1.4.1.1.1.1.
1 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2            

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1            

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2 
           

             

             

Digital 
Mammograph
y X-Ray Image 
Storage – For 
Presentation 

1.2.840.10008
.5.1.4.1.1.1.2 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2            

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1            

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2 
           

             

             

Ultrasound 
Multi-Frame 
Image Storage 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008
.5.1.4.1.1.3 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2            

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1            

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2 
           

Media Storage  
Directory 
Storage 

1.2.840.10008
.1.3.10 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2            

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1            

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2 
           

              

 

Structured Reporting Template ID 

Name TID Create Display SOP Class UID 

Basic Diagnostic Imaging Report 2000    

Procedure Log  3001    



IVUS Report 3250    

Mammography CAD Document 
Root 

4000   1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.33 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.1.88.50 

 

Media Application Profiles 

Media Storage Application 
Profile 

Write Files (FSC or 
FSU) 

Read Files (FSR) 
Update Files (FSU) 

Compact Disk - Recordable 

STD-GEN-CD      

AUG-GEN-CD      

      

DVD 

AUG-GEN-DVD      

AUG- GEN-DVD-J2K      

STD-GEN-DVD      

STD-GEN-DVD-J2K      

    

USB 

AUG- GEN-USB-J2K      

STD-GEN-USB-J2K      

    

 

1.3 Workflow Management 

SOP Classes Transfer Syntax  

DIMSE UPS-RS 

User of 
Service  
(SCU) 

Provider of 
Service  
(SCP) 

Client  
Agent 

Origin  
Server 

Modality Worklist  
Information Model – 
FIND 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.
31 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2      

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Modality Performed 
Procedure Step SOP 
Class 

1.2.840.10008.3.1.2.
3.3 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Storage Commitment 1.2.840.10008.1.20.1 Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2     

Commented [AS1]: This table is for workflow management 
and therefore contains a variety of services e.g. Workflist related 
services, Storage Commitment,MPPS; UPS. Some of them have an 
equivalent in the web services world, some of them not. As of now, 
the only one having this correlation is UPS, however there is no 
distinction between different SOP Classes as in the DIMSE world. 
UPS –RS defines action types, which relate to on command in the 
various SOP Classes. 
How do we document, which of the action types refer are 
supported by the client 



SOP Classes Transfer Syntax  

DIMSE UPS-RS 

User of 
Service  
(SCU) 

Provider of 
Service  
(SCP) 

Client  
Agent 

Origin  
Server 

Push Model SOP 
Class 

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1     

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2     

Unified Worklist and 
Procedure Step 
Service 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.
34.6 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2     

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Unified Procedure 
Step - Push SOP Class 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.
34.6.1 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   CreateUPS  

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Unified Procedure 
Step - Watch SOP 
Class 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.
34.6.2 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   SearchForUPS 
RetrieveUPS 
RequestUPS 
Cancelation 

Create 
Subscrition 

Suspend 
GlobalSubscri

ption 
Delete 

Subscription 

 

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Unified Procedure 
Step - Pull SOP Class 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.
34.6.3 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   UpdateUPS  
SearchForUPS 
RetrieveUPS 

Change 
UPSState 

 

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Unified Procedure 
Step - Event SOP 
Class 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.
34.6.4 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   OpenEvent 
Channel 

SendEvent 
Report 

 

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Instance Availability 
Notification 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.
33 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2    

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

        

 

1.4 Query/Retrieve 

Query 

Commented [AS1]: This table is for workflow management 
and therefore contains a variety of services e.g. Workflist related 
services, Storage Commitment,MPPS; UPS. Some of them have an 
equivalent in the web services world, some of them not. As of now, 
the only one having this correlation is UPS, however there is no 
distinction between different SOP Classes as in the DIMSE world. 
UPS –RS defines action types, which relate to on command in the 
various SOP Classes. 
How do we document, which of the action types refer are 
supported by the client 

Commented [AS2]: If this ist he way, that we would document 
the mapping between DIMSE UPS and Action Types of UPS-RS, 
somebody needs to double check this mapping 

Commented [AS3]: How do we document stuff that only 
exists as action types in Webservices, e.g. getCapabilities 



<The table below lists the most commonly used SOP Classes for Querying a remote DICOM not, 
nevertheless DICOM PS3.4 defines many more additional SOP Classes for querying (e.g …). If your product 
supports any of these additional SOP Classes, please add them to the table below and delete SOP classes 
not supported by your product> 

SOP Classes Transfer Syntax  
DIMSE QIDO-RS< 

SCU SCP CA OS 

Patient Root Q/R 
Information Model 
– FIND 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4
.1.2.1.1 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2     

  
Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  
 

Study Root Q/R - 
Information Model 
– FIND 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4
.1.2.2.1 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2    

 
Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  
 

Patient/Study Only 
Q/R - Information 
Model – FIND 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.5.1.4
.1.2.3.1  

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2     

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.1.2.2  
 

 

Retrieve 

<The table below lists the most commonly used SOP Classes for retrieving instances from  a remote 
DICOM not, nevertheless DICOM PS3.4 defines many more additional SOP Classes for querying (e.g …). If 
your product supports any of these additional SOP Classes, please add them to the table below and delete 
SOP classes not supported by your product> 

 

SOP Classes  Retrieval Transfer Syntax  
DIMSE WADO-URI WADO-RS 

SCU SCP CA OS CA OS 

Patient Root 
Q/R - 
Information 
Model – MOVE 

1.2.840.10008.
5.1.4.1.2.1.2 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

    Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian (retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Study Root Q/R 
- Information 
Model – MOVE 

1.2.840.10008.
5.1.4.1.2.2.2 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

    Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian (retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Patient/Study 
Only Q/R - 
Information 
Model - MOVE 
(retired) 

1.2.840.10008.
5.1.4.1.2.3.2 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

    
Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian (retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Commented [AS4]: In DIMSE on the one hand we distinguish 
between different retrieve models (e.g Patient, Study, Patient 
Study) and also  between different “retrieval levels” (e.g. PATIENT, 
STUDY, SERIES, INSTANCE).  
 
In WADO-RS on the other hand there are the so called action types 
(RetrieveStudy, RetrieveSeries, RetrieveInstance, RetrieveFrame, 
RetrieveBulkData, RetrieveMetaData), which partially have and 
equivalent in the query level, but not all of them. However if I 
understand, all of these action types have to be supported anyway. 
 
Nevertheless I was wondering whether with this background you 
would fill in the table (e.g you support the study root query 
retrieve model and you support WADO-RS, how would you set 
your check marks in the table). Is WADO-RS by the way it is defined 
per se equivalent to the STUDY retrieve level? 
 
 

Commented [HH(H5]: Do we need to split cells for Transfer 
Syntaxes 



1.5 Printing 

SOP Classes SOP Class UID Transfer Syntax  
User of 
Service  
(SCU) 

Provider 
of Service  

(SCP) 

Basic Grayscale Print 
Management Meta SOP Class 

(1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.9) 
 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian (retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Basic Color Print Management 
Meta SOP Class 

(1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.18) 
 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian (retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Printer SOP Class 

(1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.16) 
 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian (retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

Print Job SOP Class 

(1.2.840.10008.5.1.1.14) 
 

Implicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2   

Explicit Little Endian 1.2.840.10008.1.2.1   

Explicit Big Endian (retired) 1.2.840.10008.1.2.2   

 

1.6 De-Identification Profiles 

Profile Option 

Basic Application Level Confidentiality Profile   

Basic Application Level Confidentiality Profile  • Clean Pixel Data Option 

    

 

1.7 Security Overview 

 

Commented [AS6]: Revisit decision to merge SoP Class name 
and UID 
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3 Introduction  

  

 

4 Product Description   

<Introduce here a short description of your implementation, including list of product names and versions 
that this DCS intends to cover, as well as the use of DICOM Networking, DICOM Media Interchange and 
DICOM Web Services to achieve their purpose> 

<Edit the following Overview illustration of the DICOM Services implemented in your product and the 
interactions with remote products connected to your product>  

 

 

Product 

 

Remote 
System 2 

 

Remote 
System 1 

 

Remote Web 
System 4 

 

Remote 
System 3 

 

 

DICOM Service A 

 

DICOM Service B / 
Service C 

 

DICOM Service E 

 

DICOM Service D 

 

DICOM Web Service F 

 

DICOM Media  
Service G 

 

<Also provide some high level details of your product architecture, which are relevant to interoperability 
features of the product (e.g implementation of functionality in separate applications)> 

4.1 Application Data Flow Diagram 

The network application model for the <name of product> is shown in the following Figure: 

<Edit and then describe the Application Data Flow Diagram below as appropriate.  Note that the Real 
World Activity and Application Entity names specified in the figure must be used consistently throughout 
the document. If your product support configurable AE definition, then describe here the default 
configuration of AEs> 
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Remote 
Real-World 
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Local 
Real-World 
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Web Service 
Application 
Entity <4> 

DICOM 
HTTP 

Interface 
 

Figure XXX. <Name of product> Network Application Data Flow Diagram 
 

For each Real-World Activity, describe here the impact of these activities on your Local Application 
Entity. As example: 

<Change this!  The product supports activity A which performs such and such functions; the results of 
that functionality are communicated to activity X for abcd functions.> 

<Change this!  A user at the product console involved in activity A may also begin activity B. In this 
feature he may invoke function yada, which interacts with activity Y for some purpose. Activity Y in turn 
shares data with Activity X.> 

<Change this!  Independent of those activities, a remote activity Z may send data to the product, which 
processes it through either Activity C or Activity D.  These cause the product to operate in a specific 
way.> 

<Change this!  Finally, local Real-World Activity E allows the product to collect external data.  These 
cause the product to trigger DICOM Web Service to perform efgh function> 

 

The media interchange application model for the <name of product> is shown in the following Figure: 



<Edit and then describe the Application Data Flow Diagram below as appropriate.  Note that the Real-
World Activity and Application Entity names specified in the figure must be used consistently throughout 
the document> 
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Figure XXX. <Name of product> Media Interchange Application Data Flow Diagram 
 

For each Real-World Activity, describe here the impact of these activities on your Local Application 
Entity. As example: 

<Change this!  The product supports activity A which performs such and such functions; the results of 
that functionality are written to media and communicated to activity X for xyz functions.> 

<Change this!  The product supports activity B. which interacts with Activity X in a similar way.>  

<Change this!  Independent of those activities, a remote activity Y may send data via media to the 
product, which processes it through Activity C.  This causes the product to operate in a specific way.>  

 

4.2 Functional Definition of AE’s 

<Provide here a functional definition of each Application Entity of the illustrations. First list AEs for 
DIMSE Networking, AEs for Web Services as well as AEs for Media Interchange> 

<If your system support flexible grouping of Services into Application Entities,  please keep the following 
paragraph, otherwise delete it> 

This section describes the organization of the supported Services into Application Entities based on the 
default configuration of the system. This may change based on the actual setup at the customer side. 
Refer to section 6 for details about the configurability of Services into AEs.  

This section describes how the supported services are grouped into Application Entities based on the 
default configuration of the system. This may change on the base don the actual setup at the customer 
side. Refer to section 6 for details about the configurability of Services into AEs.  

This section describes which service(s) belong to which Application Entities based on the default 
configuration of the system. This may change on the base don the actual setup at the customer side. 
Refer to section 6 for details about the configurability of Services into AEs. 
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4.2.1 Functional Definition of “Application Entity <1>” 

<Document here functional description of "Application Entity <1>", i.e., what does the AE performs> 

 

4.2.2 Functional Definition of “Application Entity <2>” 

<Document here functional description of "Application Entity <2>", i.e., what does the AE perform> 

 

4.2.3 Functional Definition of “Application Entity <3>” 

<Document here functional description of "Application Entity <3>", i.e., what does the AE perform> 

 

4.2.4 Functional Definition of “Application Entity <4>” 

<Document here functional description of "Application Entity <4>", i.e., what does the AE perform> 

 

4.2.5 Functional Definition of “Application Entity <5>” 

<Document here functional description of "Application Entity <5>", i.e., what does the AE perform> 

 

4.3 Extensions to the DICOM standard 

<Describe how the systms extends the DICOM standard by using Private SOP Classes, standard extended 
SOP Classes, … 

Write “None“ is any> 

 



5 Service and Interoperability Description 

 

5.1 Mapping of Services to Application Entities 

The following table provides an overview of the Application Entities and the Services each supported by 
each AE.  

<In the following table please provide the mapping between application entities, Services and roles as 
indicated below> 

 

Application Entity Supported Services 

Role 

SC
U

 

SC
P

 

O
ri

gi
n

 

Se
rv

e
r 

C
li

e
n

t 

A
ge

n
t 

FS
C

 

FS
U

 

FS
R

 
Application Entity 1 

Storage         

Modality Worklist         

MPPS         

        

Application Entity 2 

(Note 1) 
Printing 

        

Note 1: <If needed, add notes to explain specific behavior of an AE, e.g. if you have an AE that provides 
specifically storage of de-identified instances or if support querying of rejected instances as defined in the 
IOCM profile> 

5.2 Supported DIMSE Services 

<The following sections define the details of the supported services in more details. Please fill in the 
information for all services supported by the systems. Tables are given as examples and should be 
modified to meet the functionality of the system. > 

<Sections for services/roles not supported by the system should not be removed but rather marked as 
N/A> 

 

5.2.1 Basic Worklist Service 

5.2.1.1 SCU 

As a Service Class User of the Modality Worklist Information Model – FIND SOP Class the <product> 
supports the following Query Keys: 

<Please modify the table below to include all attributes supported by your system. For each attribute 
please explain, whether it will be displayed on the UI, which value will be used for the query and how the 
value is later on used by the system, e.g copied to the images, …> 
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Attribute Name Tag 
Display 
on UI 

Type of 
Matching 

Return  Key 
Type  

Query Value Value Usage 

Scheduled Procedure Step 

Schedule Procedure Step 
Sequence 

(0040,0100) 
 

 
  

 

>  Scheduled Station AE Title 
(0040,0001) 

 
 

 
<Configured AE Title 
of system > 

 

>  Scheduled Procedure Step 
    Start date 

(0040, 0002) 
 

 
 

<User Input or 
current date> 

 

>  Scheduled Procedure Step 
    Start Time 

(0040, 0003) 
 

 
 

<User Input or 
current date> 

 

>  Modality 
(0008,0060) 

 
 

 
<Pre-defined value 
of the currently used 
modality> 

 

>  Scheduled Performing  
    Physician's Name 

(0040,0006)   
  

 

…       

Requested Procedure 

Requested Procedure ID (0040,1001)      

Requested Procedure 
Description 

(0032,1060) 
 

 
  

 

Requested Procedure Code 
Sequence 

(0032, 1064) 
 

 
  

 

>  Code Value (0008,0100)      

>  Coding Scheme  
    Designator   

(0008,0102)   
  

 

>  Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)      

>  Code Meaning (0008,0104)      

Study Instance UID (0020,000D)      

Referenced Study Sequence (0008,1110)      

>  Referenced SOP Class 

    UID 
(0008,1150)   

  
 

>  Referenced SOP Instance 

    UID 
(0008,1155)   

  
 

…       

Imaging Service Request 

Imaging Service Request 
Comments 

(0040,2400)   
  

 



Accession Number (0008,0050)   

  

<Copied into the 
Accession Number 
Attribute of the 
Images and into 
Accession Number 
attribute of the 
Scheduled Attributes 
Sequence of the 
MPPS message> 

Issuer of Accession Number 
Sequence  

(0008,0051)      

> Local Namespace Entity ID (0040,0031)      

> Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)      

> Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)      

Requesting Physician (0032,1032)      

Requesting Service (0032,1033)      

Referring Physician's Name (0008,0090)      

…       

Visit Identification 

Admission ID (0038,0010)      

Issuer of Admission ID 
Sequence 

(0038,0014)   
  

 

…       

Visit Status 

Current Patient Location (0038,0300)      

…       

Visit Relationship 

Referenced Patient 
Sequence 

(0008,1120)   
  

 

>  Referenced SOP Class  
    UID 

(0008,1150)      

>  Referenced SOP Instance 
    UID 

(0008,1155)      

Patient Identification 

Patient's Name (0010,0010)      

Patient ID (0010,0020)      

Issuer of Patient ID  (0010,0021)      

Issuer of Patient ID 
Qualifiers Sequence 

(0010,0024)   
  

 

>..Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)      

>..Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)      

Other Patient IDs Sequence (0010,1002)      



>..Patient ID (0010,0020)      

>..Issuer of Patient ID (0010,0021)      

>..Type of Patient ID (0010,0022)      

…       

Patient Identification 

Patients Birth Date (0010,0030)      

Patient's Sex (0010,0040)      

Confidentiality constraint on 
patient data 

(0040,3001)   
  

 

Ethnic Group (0010,2160)      

Patient Comment (0010,4000)      

       

 

5.2.1.2 SCP 

As a Service Class Provider of the Modality Worklist Information Model – FIND SOP Class the <product> 
supports the following Matching Keys: 

 

Attribute Name Tag 
Return 

Key 
Type of Matching Notes 

Scheduled Procedure Step 

Schedule Procedure Step 
Sequence 

(0040,0100) 
   

>  Scheduled Station AE Title (0040,0001)    

>  Scheduled Procedure Step 
    Start date 

(0040, 0002) 
   

>  Scheduled Procedure Step 
    Start Time 

(0040, 0003) 
   

>  Modality (0008,0060)    

>  Scheduled Performing  
    Physician's Name 

(0040,0006)  
  

…     

Requested Procedure 

Requested Procedure ID (0040,1001)    

Requested Procedure 
Description 

(0032,1060) 
   

Requested Procedure Code 
Sequence 

(0032, 1064) 
   

>  Code Value (0008,0100)    



>  Coding Scheme  
    Designator   

(0008,0102)  
  

>  Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)    

>  Code Meaning (0008,0104)    

Study Instance UID (0020,000D)    

Referenced Study Sequence (0008,1110)    

>  Referenced SOP Class 
    UID 

(0008,1150)  
  

>  Referenced SOP Instance 
    UID 

(0008,1155)  
  

…     

Imaging Service Request 

Imaging Service Request 
Comments 

(0040,2400)  
  

Accession Number (0008,0050)    

Issuer of Accession Number 
Sequence  

(0008,0051)  
  

> Local Namespace Entity ID (0040,0031)    

> Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)    

> Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)    

Requesting Physician (0032,1032)    

Requesting Service (0032,1033)    

Referring Physician's Name (0008,0090)    

…     

Visit Identification 

Admission ID (0038,0010)    

Issuer of Admission ID 
Sequence 

(0038,0014)  
  

…     

Visit Status 

Current Patient Location (0038,0300)    

…     

Visit Relationship 

Referenced Patient 
Sequence 

(0008,1120)  
  

>  Referenced SOP Class  
    UID 

(0008,1150)  
  

>  Referenced SOP Instance 
    UID 

(0008,1155)  
  

Patient Identification 



Patient's Name (0010,0010)    

Patient ID (0010,0020)    

Issuer of Patient ID  (0010,0021)    

Issuer of Patient ID 
Qualifiers Sequence 

(0010,0024)  
  

>..Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)    

>..Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)    

Other Patient IDs Sequence (0010,1002)    

>..Patient ID (0010,0020)    

>..Issuer of Patient ID (0010,0021)    

>..Type of Patient ID (0010,0022)    

…     

Patient Identification  

Patients Birth Date (0010,0030)    

Patient's Sex (0010,0040)    

Confidentiality constraint on 
patient data 

(0040,3001)  
  

Ethnic Group (0010,2160)    

Patient Comment (0010,4000)    

     

 

 

5.2.2 Modality Performed Procedure Step 

5.2.2.1 SCU 

As a Service Class User of the Modality Performed Procedure Step SOP Class, the <product> supports the 
following attributes. 

<Please list all attributes provided in the MPPS message and list the values that are used to populate the 
N-Set or N-Create message. Please add or remove attributes as applicable>  

Attribute Name Tag Value N-CREATE   Value  N-SET  

Specific Character Set (0008,0005) ISO_IR 100 ISO_IR 100 

Performed Procedure Step Relationship  

Scheduled Step Attribute 
Sequence 

(0040,0270)   

>Study Instance UID (0020,000D)   

>Referenced Study (0008,1110)   



Attribute Name Tag Value N-CREATE   Value  N-SET  

Sequence 

>>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)   

>>Referenced SOP Instance 
UID 

(0008,1155)   

>Accession Number (0008,0050)   

>Issuer of Accession 
Number Sequence 

(0008,0051)   

>>Local Namespace Entity 
ID 

(0040,0031)   

>>Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)   

>>Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)   

>Placer Order 
Number/Imaging Service 
Request 

(0040,2016)   

>Order Placer Identifier 
Sequence 

(0040,0026)   

>>Local Namespace Entity 
ID 

(0040,0031)   

>>Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)   

>>Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)   

>Filler Order 
Number/Imaging Service 
Request 

(0040,2017)   

>Order Filler Identifier 
Sequence 

(0040,0027)   

>>Local Namespace Entity 
ID 

(0040,0031)   

>>Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)   

>>Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)   

>Requested Procedure ID (0040,1001)   

>Requested Procedure Code 
Sequence 

(0032,1064)   



Attribute Name Tag Value N-CREATE   Value  N-SET  

>>Code Value (0008,0100)   

>>Coding Scheme 
Designator 

(0008,0102)   

>>Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)   

>>Code Meaning (0008,0104)   

>Requested Procedure 
Description 

(0032,1060)   

>Scheduled Procedure Step 
ID 

(0040,0009)   

>Scheduled Procedure Step 
Description 

(0040,0007)   

>Scheduled Protocol Code 
Sequence 

(0040,0008)   

>>Code Value (0008,0100)   

>>Coding Scheme 
Designator 

(0008,0102)   

>>Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)   

>>Code Meaning (0008,0104)   

>>All other Attributes of the 
Scheduled Protocol Code 
Sequence 

   

Patient's Name (0010,0010) <Copied from Modality 
Worklist or from Patient 
Registration Screen> 

 

Patient ID (0010,0020) <Copied from Modality 
Worklist or from Patient 
Registration Screen> 

 

Issuer of Patient ID (0010,0021) <Copied from Modality 
Worklist or from System 
Configuration> 

 

Issuer of Patient ID 
Qualifiers Sequence 

(0010,0024)   

>Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)   

>Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)   



Attribute Name Tag Value N-CREATE   Value  N-SET  

Other Patient IDs Sequence (0010,1002)   

>Patient ID (0010,0020)   

>Issuer of Patient ID (0010,0021)   

>Issuer of Patient ID 
Qualifiers Sequence 

(0010,0024)   

Patient's Birth Date (0010,0030) <Copied from Modality 
Worklist or from Patient 
Registration Screen> 

 

Patient's Sex (0010,0040) <Copied from Modality 
Worklist or from Patient 
Registration Screen> 

 

Referenced Patient 
Sequence 

(0008,1120)   

>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)   

>Referenced Instance UID (0008,1155)   

Admission ID (0038,0010)   

Issuer of Admission ID 
Sequence 

(0038,0014)   

>Local Namespace Entity ID (0040,0031)   

>Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)   

>Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)   

Service Episode ID (0038,0060)   

Issuer of Service Episode ID 
Sequence 

(0038,0064)   

>Local Namespace Entity ID (0040,0031)   

>Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)   

>Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)   

Service Episode Description (0038,0062)   

Performed Procedure Step Information 

Performed Procedure Step 
ID 

(0040,0253)   



Attribute Name Tag Value N-CREATE   Value  N-SET  

Performed Station AE Title (0040,0241)   

Performed Station Name (0040,0242)   

Performed Location (0040,0243)   

Performed Procedure Step 
Start Date 

(0040,0244)   

Performed Procedure Step 
Start Time 

(0040,0245)   

Performed Procedure Step 
Status 

(0040,0252)   

Performed Procedure Step 
Description 

(0040,0254)   

Performed Procedure Type 
Description 

(0040,0255)   

Procedure Code Sequence (0008,1032)   

>Code Value (0008,0100)   

>Coding Scheme Designator (0008,0102)   

>Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)   

>Code Meaning (0008,0104)   

Reason For Performed 
Procedure Code Sequence 

(0040,1012)   

>Code Value (0008,0100)   

>Coding Scheme Designator (0008,0102)   

>Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)   

>Code Meaning (0008,0104)   

Performed Procedure Step 
End Date 

(0040,0250)   

Performed Procedure Step 
End Time 

(0040,0251)   

Comments on the 
Performed Procedure Step 

(0040,0280)   

Performed Procedure Step (0040,0281)   



Attribute Name Tag Value N-CREATE   Value  N-SET  

Discontinuation Reason 
Code Sequence 

>Code Value (0008,0100)   

>Coding Scheme Designator (0008,0102)   

>Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)   

>Code Meaning (0008,0104)   

 

Modality (0008,0060)   

Study ID (0020,0010)   

Performed Protocol Code 
Sequence 

(0040,0260)   

>Code Value (0008,0100)   

>Coding Scheme Designator (0008,0102)   

>Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)   

>Code Meaning (0008,0104)   

>All other Attributes of the 
Performed Protocol Code 
Sequence 

   

Performed Series Sequence (0040,0340)   

>Performing Physician's 
Name 

(0008,1050)   

>Protocol Name (0018,1030)   

>Operators' Name (0008,1070)   

>Series Instance UID (0020,000E)   

>Series Description (0008,103E)   

>Retrieve AE Title (0008,0054)   

>Archive Requested (0040,A494)   

>Referenced Image 
Sequence 

(0008,1140)   



Attribute Name Tag Value N-CREATE   Value  N-SET  

>>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)   

>>Referenced SOP Instance 
UID 

(0008,1155)   

>>Container Identifier (0040,0512)   

>>Specimen Description 
Sequence 

(0040,0560)   

>>>Specimen Identifier (0040,0551)   

>>>Specimen UID (0040,0554)   

>Referenced Non-Image 
Composite SOP Instance 
Sequence 

(0040,0220)   

>>Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)   

>>Referenced SOP Instance 
UID 

(0008,1155)   

 

5.2.2.2 SCP 

 

5.2.3 Unified Worklist and Procedure Step Service  

5.2.3.1 SCU 

5.2.3.2 SCP 

 

5.2.4 Instance Availability Notification 

5.2.4.1 SCU 

5.2.4.2 SCP 

 

5.2.5 Storage 

5.2.5.1 SCU  

For Details regarding the IODs created by the system, please refer to Annex A.  

Commented [AS15]:  

Commented [AS16]:  

Commented [AS17]: List table whcich are mandatory for 
product implementation. Double check with Part 4 whether this is 
needed  



 

5.2.5.2 SCP 

Conformance Level of SCP:  

Conformance Level 0, 1, or 2 

If type 0, 1 list attributes deleted  

 

Data Coercion: 

 

Attribute Name Tag Type of 
Change 

Context of 
Coercion 
Provide 
examples, eg. 
Retrieval of 
external images 
to update 
Patient Id 
Condition under 
which coercion is 
performed 

New Value 

 

Display and Post Processing Requirements 

Compression  

5.2.6 Storage Commitment 

5.2.6.1 SCU 

5.2.6.2 SCP 

 

5.2.7 Query/Retrieve 

5.2.7.1 SCU of the Study Root Q/R - Information Model - FIND 

As a Service Class User of the Study Root Q/R - Information Model - FIND SOP Class the <product> 
supports the following Query Keys: 

<Please modify the table below to include all attributes supported by your system. For each attribute 
please explain, whether it will be displayed on the UI, which value will be used for the query, and which 
matching type is requested>  

 

Attribute Name Tag 
Query 

Key 
Type 

Display on 
UI 

Value  

Study Level 

Study Date (0008,0020)    

Commented [AS18]:  

Commented [AS19]: Table B4-1 in DICOM needs to be 
extended  
Wording of Note 1 after needs to be update (Section 4.1.3) 

Commented [AS20]: Provide examples 

Commented [AS21]: Do we need the new value column (for 
changes? For addition?) 

Commented [AS22]:  

Commented [AS23]:  

Commented [AS24]: Come up with the proposal accounting 
for depencies on IODs, values, value combinations, …. 

Commented [AS25]: Free text?  Dependency on chapter 
Bruno to come up with a proposal for section 5 and 7 
In the context of this does it make sense to split 5 and 7  

Commented [AS26]: Add matching type for both SCU and 
SCP 



Attribute Name Tag 
Query 

Key 
Type 

Display on 
UI 

Value  

Study Time (0008,0030)    

Accession Number (0008,0050)    

Patient's Name (0010,0010) O yes   

Issuer of Accession Number 
Sequence  

(0008,0051)    

> Local Namespace Entity ID (0040,0031)    

> Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)    

> Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)    

Patient ID (0010,0020) O yes 
 

Issuer of Patient ID  (0010,0021)    

Issuer of Patient ID Qualifiers 
Sequence 

(0010,0024) 
   

>..Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)    

>..Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)    

Other Patient IDs Sequence (0010,1002)    

>..Patient ID (0010,0020)    

>..Issuer of Patient ID (0010,0021)    

>..Type of Patient ID (0010,0022)    

Study ID (0020,0010)    

Study Instance UID (0020,000D)    

Modalities in Study (0008,0061)    

Referring Physician’s Name (0008,0090)    

Study Description (0008,1030)    

Procedure Code Sequence (0008,1032)    

>  Code Value (0008,0100)    

>  Coding Scheme  
    Designator   

(0008,0102) 
   

>  Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)    

>  Code Meaning (0008,0104)    

…      

Series Level 

Modality (0008,0060) O yes User Input 

Series Date (0008,0021) O yes User Input 

Series Instance UID (0020,000E)    

Commented [AS26]: Add matching type for both SCU and 
SCP 



Attribute Name Tag 
Query 

Key 
Type 

Display on 
UI 

Value  

Series Description (0008,103E)    

Performed Procedure Step ID (0040, 0253)    

Referenced Performed 
Procedure Step Sequence 

(0008,1111) 
   

>  Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)    

>  Referenced SOP Instance 
    UID 

(0008,1155) 
   

Request Attribute Sequence  (0040, 0275)     

>  Requested Procedure ID (0040,1001)    

>  Scheduled Procedure Step 
    ID  

(0040,0009) 
   

Performed Procedure Step 
Start Date 

(0040,0244) 
   

Performed Procedure Step 
Start Time 

(0040,0245) 
   

Body Part Examined (0018,0015)    

…     

Instance Level 

Instance Number (0020,0013)    

SOP Instance UID (0008,0018)    

SOP Class UID (0008,0016)    

…     

 

5.2.7.2 SCP of the Study Root Q/R - Information Model – FIND 

As a Service Class Provider of the Study Root Q/R - Information Model - FIND SOP Class the <product> 
supports the following Query Keys: 

 

Attribute Name Tag 
Matching 
Key Type 

Return 
Key 

Notes 

Study Level 

Study Date (0008,0020)    

Study Time (0008,0030)    

Accession Number (0008,0050)    

Patient's Name (0010,0010) O yes   

Issuer of Accession Number 
Sequence  

(0008,0051) 
   

Commented [AS26]: Add matching type for both SCU and 
SCP 



> Local Namespace Entity ID (0040,0031)    

> Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)    

> Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)    

Patient ID (0010,0020) O yes  

Issuer of Patient ID  (0010,0021)    

Issuer of Patient ID Qualifiers 
Sequence 

(0010,0024) 
   

>..Universal Entity ID (0040,0032)    

>..Universal Entity ID Type (0040,0033)    

Other Patient IDs Sequence (0010,1002)    

>..Patient ID (0010,0020)    

>..Issuer of Patient ID (0010,0021)    

>..Type of Patient ID (0010,0022)    

Study ID (0020,0010)    

Study Instance UID (0020,000D)    

Modalities in Study (0008,0061)    

Referring Physician’s Name (0008,0090)    

Study Description (0008,1030)    

Procedure Code Sequence (0008,1032)    

>  Code Value (0008,0100)    

>  Coding Scheme  
    Designator   

(0008,0102) 
   

>  Coding Scheme Version (0008,0103)    

>  Code Meaning (0008,0104)    

…      

Series Level 

Modality (0008,0060) O yes User Input 

Series Date (0008,0021) O yes User Input 

Series Instance UID (0020,000E)    

Series Description (0008,103E)    

Performed Procedure Step ID (0040, 0253)    

Referenced Performed 
Procedure Step Sequence 

(0008,1111) 
   

>  Referenced SOP Class UID (0008,1150)    

>  Referenced SOP Instance 
    UID 

(0008,1155) 
   

Request Attribute Sequence  (0040, 0275)     

>  Requested Procedure ID (0040,1001)    



>  Scheduled Procedure Step 
    ID  

(0040,0009) 
   

Performed Procedure Step 
Start Date 

(0040,0244) 
   

Performed Procedure Step 
Start Time 

(0040,0245) 
   

Body Part Examined (0018,0015)    

…     

Instance Level 

Instance Number (0020,0013)    

SOP Instance UID (0008,0018)    

SOP Class UID (0008,0016)    

…     

 

5.2.7.3 SCU of the Patient Root Q/R - Information Model - FIND 

5.2.7.4 SCP of the Patient Root Q/R - Information Model – FIND 

5.2.7.5 SCU Patient/Study Only Q/R - Information Model – FIND 

5.2.7.6 SCP Patient/Study Only Q/R - Information Model – FIND 

5.2.7.7 SCU of the Study Root Q/R - Information Model – MOVE 

5.2.7.8 SCP of the Study Root Q/R - Information Model – MOVE 

5.2.7.9 SCU of the Patient Root Q/R - Information Model - MOVE 

5.2.7.10 SCP of the Patient Root Q/R - Information Model – MOVE 

5.2.7.11 SCU Patient/Study Only Q/R - Information Model – MOVE 

5.2.7.12 SCP Patient/Study Only Q/R - Information Model – MOVE 

 



5.2.8 Print Management 

5.2.8.1 SCU 

5.2.8.2 SCP 

5.3 Supported DICOM Web services 

INSTRUCTIONS to Author:  

Red colored italic text is instruction to the Conformance Statement author on how to complete (what 
information belongs in) the given section. It must be removed prior to document completion. In some cases 
sample text is given that can be used (with modification) in the actual conformance statement. This text is 
shown in normal color/non-italic fonts. Where specific product or conformance statement specific references 
are needed <>’s are used to indicate what information is needed. REMOVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE 
PUBLISHING! 

 

5.3.1 WADO-URI User Agent 

<If your system does not support the WADO-URI User Agent service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 

5.3.1.1 WADO-URI User Agent Query parameters 

The WADO-URI User Agent supports the following query parameters: 
 

Query Parameter Data Type Description / comments 

<Fill in the parameters 
supported by your WADO-
URI User Agent. 

See examples in the WADO-
URI origin server> 

 <Fill in description of parameter and/or comments on your 
implementation. See examples in the WADO-URI origin server section.> 

requestType String WADO 

studyUID String Study Instance UID  

seriesUID String Series Instance UID 

   

 

5.3.1.2 WADO-URI User Agent Header parameters 

The WADO-URI User Agent supports the following Header parameters: 
 

Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
WADO-URI User Agent: see 
example below. > 

 <Indicate the supported values for each header 
parameter name. 

See example below. > 

Accept Media-type application/dicom 



Image/jpeg 

Image/gif 

Image/png 

Image/jp2 

video/mpeg 

video/mp4 

video/H265 

text/html 

text/plain 

 

5.3.2 WADO-URI origin server 

<If your system does not support the WADO-URI origin server service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 
 
The user through an HTTP:GET request can retrieve specific studies, series or instances.  
The user shall specify all the necessary information as part of the URI in form of query 
parameters. 
The URI is composed by a base URI: <Specify here the base URI of your origin server. For 
example: 
 
 http://<WADO-URI-server_ip>:8080/dicom-web/{AETitle} and query parameters.> 
 
 

5.3.2.1 WADO-URI origin server Query parameters 

Query Parameter Data Type Description / comments 

<Fill in the parameters 
supported by your WADO-
URI origin server 

See examples below. 
Mandatory parameters are 
in bold> 

<Indicate 
what type of 
data is 
expected> 

<Fill in description of parameter and/or comments on your 
implementation. See examples below> 

requestType String Must be present and equal to “WADO” 

studyUID String Study Instance UID must be present 

seriesUID String Series Instance UID must be present 

objectUID String Instance ID must be present 

contentType String <Must be compatible with the acceptable MediaTypes in the HTTP 
Header.  

See the possible Rendered Media in section 6.1.1.3 and 6.1.1.8.5 in 
DICOM PS3.18 2018b and indicate wich one are supported by your 
system> 

application/dicom 

Image/jpeg 

Image/gif 

Image/png 

Image/jp2 

video/mpeg 

video/mp4 



Query Parameter Data Type Description / comments 

video/H265 

text/html 

text/plain 

charset String Not used. 

anonymize String Not used. 

If MediaType different from application/dicom it must be not specified. 

annotation String Not used. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be not specified. 

rows Int Used to render image output. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be equal to 0. 

If MediaType different from application/dicom it must be greater or 
equal than 0. 

columns Int Used to render image output. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be equal to 0. 

If MediaType different from application/dicom it must be greater or 
equal than 0. 

region String Not used. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be not specified. 

windowCenter Float Used to render image output. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be equal to 0. 

windowWidth Float Used to render image output. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be equal to 0. 

frameNumber Int Used to render image output. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be equal to 0. 

imageQuality Int Used to render image output. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom it must be equal to 0. 

If MediaType different from application/dicom it must be between 1 
and 100. 

presentationUID and 

presentationSeriesUID 

String Used to render image output. 

If MediaType equal to application/dicom they must be not specified. 

If MediaType different from application/dicom, if presentationUID 
specified then presentationSeriesUID must be present. 

transferSyntax String[] If MediaType different from application/dicom it must be empty. 

overlays Boolean If true sets overlay activation mask 

 

5.3.2.2 WADO-URI origin server Header parameters 

Header parameters supported by the WADO-URI origin server: 

Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
WADO-URI origin server: see 
example below. Mandatory 
parameters are in bold> 

 <Indicate the supported values for each header 
parameter name. 

See example below. If one of the media type category is 
not supported (DICOM, rendered, metadata) don’t 
remove the row and indicate “not supported”> 

Accept Media-type application/dicom 

Image/jpeg 



Image/gif 

Image/png 

Image/jp2 

video/mpeg 

video/mp4 

video/H265 

text/html 

text/plain 

 

 

5.3.3 WADO-RS User Agent 

<If your system does not support the WADO-URI User Agent service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 
 
The WADO-RS User Agent can call the following resources: 
 

Action Resource Path 

<Indicate the supported actions for your 
WADO-RS User Agent: see example in the 
WADO-RS origin server section> 

<Indicate the resource path for the supported actions. See example in 
the WADO-RS origin server section> 

  

  

 

5.3.3.1 WADO-RS User Agent Query parameters 

The WADO-RS user Agent supports the following query parameters: 
 

Query Parameter Value Supported values 

<Fill in the parameters 
supported by your 
WADO-RS User Agent 
server 

See examples in the 
WADO-RS Origin Server 
Agent> 

  

   

 
 

5.3.3.2 WADO-RS User Agent Header parameters 

The WADO-RS User Agent supports the following Header parameters:  
 

Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
WADO-RS User Agent: see 
example in the WADO-RS 

 <Indicate the supported values for each header 
parameter name. 

See example in the WADO-RS Origin Server section> 



Origin Server section> 

Accept DICOM Media-type  

 Rendered Media-type  

 Metadata Media-type  

 

5.3.4 WADO-RS origin server 

<If your system does not support the WADO-RS origin server service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 
The user through an HTTP:GET request can retrieve specific studies, series or instances.  
The user shall specify the target resource as part of the URI and the acceptable response 
Content-Type in the HTTP Header (i.e. ZIP, dicom, dicom+XML, dicom+JSON, octet-stream, 
compressed pixel data). 
The URI is composed by a base URI: <Specify here the base URI of your origin server. For 
example: 
http://<WADO-RS-server_ip>:8080/dicom-web/{AETitle} and the target resource path. Each 
resource path triggers a server action> 
 

Action Resource Path 

<Indicate the supported actions for 
your WADO-RS origin server: see 
example below> 

<Indicate the resource path for the supported actions. See example below> 

 DICOM resources 

Retrieve Study /studies/{StudyInstanceUID} 

Retrieve Series /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/series/{SeriesInstanceUID} 

Retrieve Instance /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/series/{SeriesInstanceUID}/instances/{SOPInstanceU
ID} 

Retrieve Frames /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/series/{SeriesInstanceUID}/instances/{SOPInstanceU
ID}/frames/{FrameList} 

Retrieve Bulk data /bulkdata/{BulkDataPath:.*} 

 Metadata resources 

Retrieve Study Metadata /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/metadata 

Retrieve Series Metadata /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/series/{SeriesInstanceUID}/metadata 

Retrieve Instance Metadata /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/series/{SeriesInstanceUID}/instances/{SOPInstanceUI
D}/metadata 

 Rendered resources 

Retrieve rendered study /studies/{study}/rendered 

Retrieve rendered series /studies/{study}/series/{series}/rendered 

Retrieve rendered instance /studies/{study}/series/{series}/instances/{instance}/rendered 

Retrieve rendered frame /studies/{study}/series/{series}/instances/{instance}/frames/{frames}/ren
dered 

Retrieve rendered bulk /{/bulkdata}/rendered 

 



5.3.4.1 WADO-RS origin server Query parameters 

Query parameters supported by the WADO-RS origin server: 

Query Parameter Value Supported values 

<Fill in the parameters 
supported by your 
WADO-RS origin server 

See examples below. 
Note that origin server 
must support all 
rendered parameters.> 

  

Accept Media-type See header parameter 

Rendered parameters    

Annotation “patient” and/or 
technique 

 

Charset charset See header parameter 

quality {n] Between 1 and 100. (100 being the best quality) 

viewport vw,vh / sx,sy,sw,sh 

 

 

window Center,width,function  

 

 

5.3.4.2 WADO-RS origin server Header parameters 

Header parameters supported by the WADO-RS origin server: 

Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
WADO-RS origin server: see 
example below. Mandatory 
parameters are in bold> 

 <Indicate the supported values for each header 
parameter name. 

See example below. If one of the media type category is 
not supported (DICOM, rendered, metadata) don’t 
remove the row and indicate “not supported”> 

Accept DICOM Media-type multipart/related; type="application/dicom" 

 

multipart/related; type="application/octet-stream" 

multipart/related; type="{media-type}" 

supported {media-type} being 

Image/jpeg 

image/x-dicom-rle 

image/x-jls 

Image/jp2 

image/jpx 

video/mpeg2 

video/mp4 

 Rendered Media-type Image/jpeg 

Image/gif 

Image/png 



Image/jp2 

Image/gif 

video/mpeg 

video/mp4 

video/H265 

text/html 

text/plain 

text/xml 

text/rtf 

application/pdf 

 Metadata Media-type multipart/related; type="application/dicom+xml" 

multipart/related; type=”application/dicom+json” 

Accept-Charset charset UTF-8 

ISO-8859-1 

… 

   

 

5.3.5 STOW-RS User Agent 

<If your system does not support the STOW-RS User Agent service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 

The STOW-RS User agent can call the following Resources 

Action Resource Path 

<Indicate the supported actions for your 
STOW-RS User Agent: see example in the 
STOW-RS origin server section> 

<Indicate the resource path for the supported actions. See example in 
the STOW-RS origin server section> 

  

  

 

5.3.5.1 STOW-RS User Agent Query parameters (N/A) 

There is no query parameters for the STOW transaction 

5.3.5.2 STOW-RS User Agent Header parameters 

Header parameters supported by the STOW-RS User agent: 

Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
STOW-RS origin server: see 
example in the STOW-RS 
Origin server section> 

 <Indicate the supported values for each 
header parameter name. 

See example in the STPW-RS origin server 
section> 

   

   

 



5.3.6 STOW-RS origin server 

<If your system does not support the STOW-RS origin server service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 

The users through an HTTP:POST request can store or append to an existing resources on  
the server specific instances. The user shall specify the target resource as part of the URI  
and encapsulate the data in a multipart request body with a proper Content-Type (i.e. 
BINARY, XML or JSON). 
The URI is composed by a base URI: <Specify here the base URI of your origin server. For 
example:  
 
http://server_ip:8080/dicom-web/{AETitle} and the target resource path. Each resource path 
triggers a server action> 
 

Action Resource Path 

<Indicate the supported actions for your 
STOW-RS origin server: see example below> 

<Indicate the resource path for the supported actions. See example 
below> 

Store Instances from multiple studies /studies 

Store Instances for a single study /studies/{StudyInstanceUID} 

 

5.3.6.1 STOW-RS origin server Query parameters (N/A) 

  There is no query parameters for the STOW transaction 

5.3.6.2 STOW-RS origin server Header parameters 

Header parameters supported by the STOW-RS origin server: 

Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
STOW-RS origin server: see 
example below mandatory 
parameter are in bold> 

 <Indicate the supported values for each 
header parameter name. 

See example below.> 

Accept Media-type (acceptable in 
the response) 

application/dicom+xml 

application/dicom+json 

 

Content-Type Media-type (of the 
requested payload 

The following 3 content types support are 
mandatory for the origin server. 

 

multipart/related; type="application/dicom"; 
boundary={messageBoundary} 

 

multipart/related; 
type="application/dicom+xml"; 
boundary={messageBoundary} 

 

multipart/related; 
type="application/dicom+json"; 
boundary={messageBoundary} 



Content-Length   

Content-Encoding encoding  

 

The origin server must document what it provides to the client when thumbnails is requested  

5.3.7 QIDO-RS User Agent 

<If your system does not support the QIDO-RS User Agent service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 

The QIDO-RS user Agent can call the following resources 

Action Resource Path 

<Indicate the supported actions for 
your QIDO-RS User Agent: see 
example in the QIDO-RS origin 
server section> 

<Indicate the resource path for the supported actions. See example in the QIDO-RS 
origin server section> 

  

  

 

5.3.7.1 QIDO-RS User Agent Query parameters 

Query parameters supported by the QIDO-RS User agent 

Query Parameter Data Type Description 

<Indicate the supported 
query parameters for 
your QIDO-RS user agent. 
See example in the QIDO-
RS origin server section> 

  

   

   

 

5.3.7.2 QIDO-RS User Agent Header parameters 

Header parameters supported by the QIDO-RS User Agent: 

Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
QIDO-RS User Agent: see 
example in the QIDO-RS 
origin server section> 

 <Indicate the supported values for each 
header parameter name. 

See example in the QIDO-RS origin server 
section> 

Accept Media-type (acceptable in 
the response) 

application/dicom+xml 

application/dicom+json 

 

 



5.3.8 QIDO-RS origin server 

<If your system does not support the QIDO-RS origin server service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table.> 

The user through an HTTP:GET request can search for studies, series or instances.  
The user shall specify the target resource as part of the URI and the acceptable response 
Content-Type in the HTTP Header (i.e. dicom+XML or dicom+JSON). 
The URI is composed by a base URI: <Specify here the base URI of your origin server. For 
example: 
http://<QIDO-RS-server_ip>:8080/dicom-web/{AETitle} and the target resource path. > 
 
Each resource path triggers a server action. 

 

Action Resource Path 

<Indicate the supported actions for 
your QIDO-RS origin server: see 
example below> 

<Indicate the resource path for the supported actions. See example below> 

Search for Studies /studies 

Search for Series /series 

Search for Instances /instances 

Search for Series Of Study /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/series 

Search for Instances Of Study /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/instances 

Search for Instances Of Series /studies/{StudyInstanceUID}/series/{SeriesInstanceUID}/instances 

 

5.3.8.1 QIDO-RS origin server Query parameters 

Query parameters supported by the QIDO-RS server 

Query Parameter Data Type Description 

<Indicate the supported 
query parameters for your 
QIDO-RS origin server: see 
example below> 

  

{attributeID}={value},… String[] Attribute values to address the search <(list them)> 

includefield={attributeID,…} String[] Attributes to be included in the response 

fuzzymatching Boolean Enable fuzzy semantics search 

limit Int Maximum number of results the server shall return 

offset Int Number of results the server shall skip before the first returned result 

orderby String[] Order the response by specified attributes 

datetimematching Boolean Date-time matching 

timezoneadjustment Boolean Time zone adjustment 

 

5.3.8.2 QIDO-RS origin server Header parameters 

Header parameters supported by the QIDO-RS origin server: (Check 6.7.1.2.2) 



Header Parameter name Header parameter Value Supported values 

<Indicate the supported 
header parameters for your 
QIDO-RS origin server: see 
example below mandatory 
parameter are in bold> 

 <Indicate the supported values for each 
header parameter name. 

See example below>. 

Accept Media-type (acceptable in 
the response) 

application/dicom+xml 

application/dicom+json 

 

5.3.9 UWL-RS User Agent 

TBC 

 

5.3.10 UWL-RS Origin server 

5.3.11 NPI-RS User Agent 

5.3.12 NPI-RS Origin server 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Specific Charactersets 

 

 



6 DICOM Configuration 

INSTRUCTIONS to Author:  

Red colored italic text is instruction to the Conformance Statement author on how to complete (what 
information belongs in) the given section. It must be removed prior to document completion. In some cases 
sample text is given that can be used (with modification) in the actual conformance statement. This text is 
shown in normal color/non-italic fonts. Where specific product or conformance statement specific references 
are needed <>’s are used to indicate what information is needed. REMOVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE 
PUBLISHING! 

 

Briefly describe if there is a configuration interface (service tool, administration GUI, web interface, other) 
to configure the basic parameters. 

6.1 General parameters 

 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in general parameters related to 
DICOM connections like various timeouts 

YES or NO fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Time-out waiting for acceptance or 
rejection Response to an Association 

Open Request. (Application Level timeout) 

   

Time-out waiting for a response to an 
Association release request 

(Application Level Timeout) 

   

General DIMSE level time-out values    

Maximum number of simultaneous 
associations accepted 

   

Other parameters    

 

6.2 Alt1 - Worklist service configuration 

If your system does not support the DICOM Modality Worklist service, you can indicate that this section is 
not applicable and remove the table. 

Local Worklist AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local 
Worklist AE. At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number of the local 
system shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a DICOM modality 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES WORKLIST_AE  

Called AET (SCP) N/A   



Port N/A   

Additional configurable local Worklist AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local  system. See example below 
for a modality 

   

Default Modality type YES  Define the default modality 
type used to query the 
remote DMWL SCP. Possible 
choices are CR, DX, RF 

Default Scheduled Station AET YES  Define the default Scheduled 
Station AET used to query the 
remote DMWL SCP.  

Specific worklist parameter x    

    

Remote Worklist AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

List parameters related to the Remote 
Worklist AE. At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number / Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a DICOM modality 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) N/A   

Called AET (SCP) YES  Can connect up to 3 RIS 

port YES 104  

Host YES   

Additional configurable remote Worklist AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system. See example 
below: 

   

Patient ID issuer default YES  A default patient ID issuer 
can be defined for the 
remote DMWL SCU system. If 
defined the default PID issuer 
will be added to the DMWL 
request coming from the 
remote system 

Specific worklist parameter x    

    

 

 

6.3 Alt1 - MPPS service configuration 

If your system does not support the DICOM MPPS service, you can indicate that this section is not 
applicable and remove the table. 

Local MPPS AE configuration parameters 



Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local 
MPPS AE. At least the Calling AET / Called 
AET / Port number of the local system 
shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES STORE_AE The system uses the same 
calling AET as for the Storage 
SCU service by default 

Called AET (SCP) YES STORE_AE The system uses the same 
called AET as for the Storage 
SCP service by default 

port NO 104  

Additional configurable local MPPS AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local  system. 

   

Specific MPPS parameter x    

    

Remote MPPS AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Remote 
MPPS AE(s). At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number / Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES   

Called AET (SCP) YES   

port YES 104  

Host YES   

Additional configurable remote MPPS AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system. See example 
below 

   

Rely on MPPS complete sent by modality YES unchecked If checked the PPS will be 
considered as completed 
when the remote system 
send the MPPS N-SET 
COMPLETED 

Specific MPPS parameter x    

    

 

 



6.4 Alt1 - Storage service configuration 

If your system does not support the DICOM Storage service, you can indicate that this section is not 
applicable and remove the table. 

Local Storage AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

List Parameters related to the Local 
Storage AE. At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number of the local 
system shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. 
If there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES STORE_AE  

Called AET (SCP) YES STORE_AE List of AET can be configured 
depending on the usage 
(study to be verified or not; 
studies not to be archived; 
study to be displayed only…) 

port NO 104 For studies to be displayed 
only (not imported in 
DB/cache, the default port is 
110 

Additional  configurable local storage AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local system. See example below 

   

Supported transfer syntax as SCP YES See table xx Can force to accept ILE only 

Supported storage sop class as SCP YES See table yy Can add or remove storage 
SOP classes 

outbound Issuer of patient ID default YES  In case there are several 
PID/issuer for the study to 
send, the default PID/issuer 
can be selected to be sent as 
the primary Patient ID to the 
remote storage SCP 

Specific Storage parameter x    

Remote Storage AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Remote 
Storage AE(s). At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number / Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. 
If there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES   

Called AET (SCP) YES   

port YES 104  

Host YES   



Additional configurable remote storage AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system. See example 
below 

   

Inbound PID / issuer to use YES  In case the remote Storage 
SCU does not send an issuer 
of Patient ID, you Can define 
a default inbound Patient ID 
issuer. 

Specific storage parameter x    

 

6.5 Alt1 - Storage Commitment service configuration 

If your system does not support the DICOM Storage Commitment service, you can indicate that this 
section is not applicable and remove the table. 

Local Storage commitment AE configuration parameters  

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local 
Storage commitment AE. At least the 
Calling AET / Called AET / Port number of 
the local system shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES Same as Storage AE  

Called AET (SCP) YES Same as storage AE  

port YES 104  

N-EVENT Report on same association NO NO asynchronous 

Additional  configurable local storage commit AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local system. See example below 

   

Delay to send N-ACTION YES 300  

Delay to send N-EVENT-REPORT-RQ NO immediatly  

Specific Storage commit parameter x    

    

Remote Storage commitment AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Remote 
Storage AE(s). At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number / Host (IP 
address) of  Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES   

Called AET (SCP) YES   

port YES 104  

Host YES   



Additional configurable remote storage commit AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

Specific storage commit parameter x    

 

 

6.6 Alt1 - Query/Retrieve service configuration 

If your system does not support the DICOM Query/Retrieve service, you can indicate that this section is 
not applicable and remove the table. 

Local Query/Retrieve AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local 
Query/Retrieve AE. At least the Calling 
AET / Called AET / Port number of the 
local system for both Query and Retrieve 
shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET – Query (C-FIND) YES QUERY_AE  

Called AET – Query (C-FIND) YES QUERY_AE  

Port query NO 104  

Calling AET – Retrieve (C-MOVE) -regular YES MOVE_AE In case the study is for 
display only the calling AET 
will be MOVE_AE_Guest 

Calling AET – Retrieve (C-MOVE) –for 
display only 

 MOVE_AE_Guest  

Called AET – Retrieve (C-MOVE) YES Same as MOVE-AE  

Port Retrieve NO 104  

Additional  configurable local Query/Retrieve AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local system. See example below 

   

Send C-MOVE RSPs with Pending Status 
to the C-MOVE SCU during the retrieve 
process 

NO 5 seconds  

Specific query retrieve parameter x    

    

Remote Query/Retrieve AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Remote 
Query/Retrieve AE(s). At least the Calling 
AET / Called AET / Port number / Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 



Calling AET - Query YES   

Called AET - Query YES   

Port Query YES   

Host Query YES   

Calling AET - Retrieve YES   

Called AET - Retrieve YES   

Port Retrieve YES   

Host Retrieve YES   

Additional configurable remote Query/Retrieve  AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

Specific query / retrieve parameter x    

    

 

6.7 Alt1 - Print service configuration 

If your system does not support the DICOM print service, you can indicate that this section is not 
applicable and remove the table. 

Local Print AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local 
Print AE. At least the Calling AET / Called 
AET / Port number of the local system 
shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a modality 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) NO Same as storage AE  

Called AET (SCP) N/A   

port N/A   

Additional  configurable local Print AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local system. 

   

Specific print parameter x    

    

Remote Print AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Remote 
Print AE(s). At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number / Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a Modality 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) N/A   



Called AET (SCP) YES   

Port YES 104  

Host YES   

Additional configurable remote Print  AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

printer template YES No default A pre-defined printer 
template can be selected in a 
drop down list. Select 
“generic” if the printer 
template does not exist 

Film sizes supported by the Print SCP YES All film sizes 
available 

Select the film sizes which are 
relevant for the connected 
printer 

Specific print parameter x    

    

 

6.8 Alt1 – Unified Worklist and Procedure Step service 
(UPS) configuration 

If your system does not support the Unified Worklist and Procedure Step service (UPS), you can indicate 
that this section is not applicable and remove the table. 

Local Unified Worklist and Procedure step AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local UPS 
AE. At least the Calling AET / Called AET / 
Port number of the local system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a DICOM modality 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES WORKLIST_AE  

Called AET (SCP) N/A   

port N/A   

Additional configurable local UPS AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local  system.  

   

Specific UPS parameter x    

    

Remote Unified Worklist and Procedure Step AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

List parameters related to the Remote 
UPS AE(s). At least the Calling AET / 
Called AET / Port number / Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 



look like for a DICOM modality 

Calling AET (SCU) N/A   

Called AET (SCP) YES   

port YES 104  

Host YES   

Additional configurable remote UPS AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

Specific UPS parameter x    

    

 

 

6.9 Alt1 – Instance Availability Notification service (IAN) 
configuration 

If your system does not support the Instance Availability service (IAN), you can indicate that this section is 
not applicable and remove the table. 

Local Instance Availability Notification AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local IAN 
AE. At least the Calling AET / Called AET / 
Port number of the local system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a DICOM PACS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) YES IAN_AE  

Called AET (SCP) N/A   

port N/A   

Additional configurable local IAN AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local  system.  

   

Specific IAN parameter x    

    

Remote Instance Availability Notification AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

List parameters related to the Remote 
IAN AE(s). At least the Calling AET / Called 
AET / Port number / Host (IP address) of 
the Remote system shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a PACS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Calling AET (SCU) N/A   

Called AET (SCP) YES   



port YES 104  

Host YES   

Additional configurable remote IAN AE parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

Specific IAN parameter x    

    

 

 

6.10 Alt1 – WADO-URI Web services configuration 

If your system does not support the WADO-URI web service, you can indicate that this section is not 
applicable and remove the table. 

Local WADO-URI configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local 
WADO-URI. At least the Retrieve 
Imaging Doc set of the local system 
shall be specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for WADO-URI Origin server 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If there is 
no default value, leave it 
blank 

Optionally put a 
comment helping 
to understand the 
configuration/para
meter 

Retrieve Imaging Doc Set URL NO http://<hostname>:8080/
wado 

 

port NO 8080  

Additional  configurable local WADO-URI parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local  system.  

   

Specific WADO-URI parameter x    

Remote WADO-URI configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

List parameters related to the Remote 
WADO-URI. At least the Retrieve 
Imaging Doc set of the local system 
shall be specified, Port number, Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a system able to retrieve 
images using WADO-URI 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If there is 
no default value, leave it 
blank 

Optionally put a 
comment helping 
to understand the 
configuration/para
meter 

Retrieve Imaging Doc Set URL YES   

port YES   

Additional  configurable remote WADO-URI parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

Specific WADO-URI parameter x    

 



 

6.11 Alt1 – WADO-RS Web services configuration 

If your system does not support the WADO-RS web service, you can indicate that this section is not 
applicable and remove the table. 

Local WADO-RS configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local 
WADO-RS. At least the Retrieve Imaging 
Doc set of the local system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for WADO-RS Origin server 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If there is 
no default value, leave it 
blank 

Optionally put a 
comment helping 
to understand the 
configuration/para
meter 

Retrieve Imaging Doc Set URL NO http://<hostname>:8081/
wado 

 

port NO 8081  

Additional  configurable local WADO-RS parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local  system.  

   

Specific WADO-RS parameter x    

Remote WADO-RS configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

List parameters related to the Remote 
WADO-URI. At least the Retrieve 
Imaging Doc set of the local system 
shall be specified, Port number, Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a system able to retrieve 
images using WADO-RS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If there is 
no default value, leave it 
blank 

Optionally put a 
comment helping 
to understand the 
configuration/para
meter 

Retrieve Imaging Doc Set URL YES   

port YES   

Additional  configurable remote WADO-RS parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

Specific WADO-RS parameter x    

 

6.12 Alt1 – STOW-RS Web services configuration 

If your system does not support the STOW-RS web service, you can indicate that this section is not 
applicable and remove the table. 

Local STOW-RS configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If there is Optionally put a 



STOW-RS. At least the Retrieve Imaging 
Doc set of the local system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for STOW-RS Origin server 

no default value, leave it 
blank 

comment helping 
to understand the 
configuration/para
meter 

STOW-RS local Origin server URL NO http://<hostname>:8081/s
tow 

 

port NO 8081  

Additional  configurable local STOW-RS parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the local  system.  

   

Specific STOW-RS parameter x    

Remote STOW-RS configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

List parameters related to the Remote 
STOW-RS. At least the Retrieve Imaging 
Doc set of the local system shall be 
specified, Port number, Host (IP 
address) of the Remote system shall be 
specified. 

The example below shows how it would 
look like for a system able to retrieve 
images using STOW-RS 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If there is 
no default value, leave it 
blank 

Optionally put a 
comment helping 
to understand the 
configuration/para
meter 

STOW-RS remote Origin server URL YES   

port YES   

Additional  configurable remote STOW-RS parameters (Remove this line in the final document) 

List additional configurable parameters 
for the remote system.  

   

Specific STOW-RS parameter x    

 

6.13 Alt1 – QIDO-RS Web services configuration 

 

 

 

6.14 Alt2 - Local AET configuration all in same table 

If your system does not support one of the DICOM service listed in the table, you can remove it from the 
table 

Local AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Local  
AEs. At least the Calling AET / Called AET 
/ Port number of the local system shall be 
specified. 

YES or NO or N/A fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 



    

Worklist AE 

The example below shows how the local 
Worklist AE configuration would look like 
for a DICOM modality 

   

Calling AET (SCU) YES WORKLIST_AE  

Called AET (SCP) N/A   

port N/A   

Specific worklist parameter x    

    

MPPS AE 

The example below shows how the local 
MPPS AE configuration would look like for 
a PACS 

   

Calling AET (SCU) YES STORE_AE The system uses the same 
calling AET as for the Storage 
SCU service by default 

Called AET (SCP) YES STORE_AE The system uses the same 
called AET as for the Storage 
SCP service by default 

port NO 104  

Specific MPPS parameter x    

    

Storage AE 

The example below shows how the local 
Storage AE configuration would look like 
for a PACS 

   

Calling AET YES STORE_AE  

Called AET YES STORE_AE List of AET can be configured 
depending on the usage 
(study to be verified or not; 
studies not to be archived; 
study to be displayed only…) 

Port NO 104 For studies to be displayed 
only (not imported in 
DB/cache, the default port is 
110 

Supported transfer syntax as SCP YES See table xx Can force to accept ILE only 

Supported storage sop class as SCP YES See table yy Can add or remove storage 
SOP classes 

outbound Issuer of patient ID default YES  In case there are several 
PID/issuer for the study to 
send, the default PID/issuer 
can be selected to be sent as 
the primary Patient ID to the 
remote storage SCP 

Specific Storage parameter x    

    



Local AE configuration parameters 

Storage Commit AE 

The example below shows how the local 
Storage Commitment AE configuration 
would look like for a PACS 

   

Calling AET NO Same as Storage AE  

Called AET NO Same as storage AE  

Port YES 105  

Delay to send N-ACTION YES 300 sec  

Specific Storage commit parameter x    

Query/Retrieve AE 

The example below shows how the local 
Query/Retrieve AE configuration would 
look like for a PACS 

   

Calling AET – Query (C-FIND) YES QUERY_AE  

Called AET – Query (C-FIND) YES QUERY_AE  

Port query NO 104  

Calling AET – Retrieve (C-MOVE) -regular YES MOVE_AE In case the study is for display 
only the calling AET will be 
MOVE_AE_Guest 

Calling AET – Retrieve (C-MOVE) –for 
display only 

 MOVE_AE_Guest  

Called AET – Retrieve (C-MOVE) YES Same as MOVE-AE  

Port Retrieve NO 104  

Send C-MOVE RSPs with Pending Status 
to the C-MOVE SCU 

during the retrieve process 

NO 5 seconds  

Specific Query / Retrieve parameter x    

    

Print AE 

The example below shows how the local 
Query/Retrieve AE configuration would 
look like for a Modality 

   

Calling AET YES PRINT_AE  

Called AET N/A   

Specific Print parameter x    

    

 

 

6.15 Alt2 - Remote AET configuration all in same table 

 



Remote AE configuration parameters 

Parameter Configurable Default Value Comment 

Fill in Parameters related to the Remote 
AE. At least the Calling AET / Called AET / 
Port number / Host (IP address) of the 
Remote system shall be specified. 

YES or NO or 
N/A 

fill in default value. If 
there is no default 
value, leave it blank 

Optionally put a comment 
helping to understand the 
configuration/parameter 

Worklist AE 

The example below shows how the 
Remote Worklist AE configuration would 
look like for a DICOM modality 

   

Calling AET N/A   

Called AET YES No default  

port YES 104  

Specific worklist parameter x    

    

MPPS AE 

The example below shows how the 
Remote MPPS AE configuration would 
look like for a PACS 

   

Calling AET (SCU) YES  Calling AET (SCU) 

Called AET (SCP) YES  Called AET (SCP) 

port YES 104 port 

Host YES  Host 

Specific MPPS parameter x    

    

Storage AE 

The example below shows how the 
Remote Storage AE configuration would 
look like for a PACS 

   

Calling AET YES   

Called AET YES   

port YES 104  

Inbound PID / issuer to use        YES  In case the remote Storage 
SCU does not send an issuer 
of Patient ID, you Can define 
a default inbound Patient ID 
issuer. 

Specific storage parameter x    

    

Storage Commit AE 

The example below shows how the 
Remote Storage Commit AE configuration 
would look like for a PACS 

   

Calling AET YES   



Remote AE configuration parameters 

Called AET YES   

Port YES 104  

Host    

Specific storage commit parameter x    

    

Query/Retrieve AE 

The example below shows how the 
Remote Query/Retrieve Commit AE 
configuration would look like for a PACS 

   

Calling AET - Query YES   

Called AET - Query YES   

Port Query YES   

Host Query YES   

Calling AET - Retrieve YES   

Called AET - Retrieve YES   

Port Retrieve YES   

Host retrieve YES   

Specific query / retrieve parameter x    

    

Remote Print AE 

The example below shows how the 
Remote Query/Retrieve Commit AE 
configuration would look like for a 
Modality 

   

Calling AET (SCU) N/A   

Called AET (SCP) YES   

Port YES 104  

Host    

printer template YES  A pre-defined printer 
template can be selected in a 
drop down list. Select 
“generic” if the printer 
template does not exist 

Film sizes supported by the Print SCP YES All film sizes 
available 

Select the film sizes which are 
relevant for the connected 
printer 

Specific print parameter x    

    

  



7 Network Communication Detail 

7.1 General 

7.1.1 General Association Parameters 

7.2 AE1 

7.2.1 Sequencing of Real-World Activities for AE1 

 

 

<Change this!  Local Real-World Activity <y1> first open an association, triggers Message <a> and 
Message <b> on this association before closing it. Action <c> is then performed on the system before 
Local Real-World Activity <x1> can be launched to send message <d> on a new association and receives 
Message <e> on the same association> 

 

7.2.2 Association Parameters for AE1 

 Name Value 

Networking 
Services 

Application Context Name 1.2.840.100008.3.1.1.1  

Implementation Class UID   

Implementation Version Name   

Maximum PDU Length Default: 4096 

ARTIM Timeout Default : 30s 

Commented [HH(H27]: Put details on Web Services: Error 
codes, number of max requests, etc. All parameters should go in 
one table ? 

Commented [PH28]: 2 ways to do this 
-All activities in one diagram (prefered) 
-Multiple diagrams for different activity. Do not create new sub 
chapters. 



Maximum number of simultaneous Associations 
as association initiator  

 

Maximum number of simultaneous Associations 
as association acceptor 

 

Maximum number of outstanding asynchronous 
transactions 

 

Media Services File Meta Information Version   

Implementation Class UID   

Implementation Version Name  

 

7.2.3 Association Initiation 

Table . Extended Negotiation as Association Initiator 
SOP Class Extended Negotiation Sent on the 

request 
Requested 

Value 

Storage 

Applicable to all storage SOP classes 
listed under section 5. 

Level of support X 1 

Level of Digital Signature support X 1 

Element Coercion X 2 

Query 

Patient Root Q/R Information Model – 
FIND 
(1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.1.1) 

Relational-queries X 1 

Date-time matching X 0 

Fuzzy semantic matching of person names X 1 

Timezone query adjustment  0 

Enhanced Multi-Frame Image Conversion  0 

Study Root Q/R Information Model – 
FIND 
(1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.1.1) 

Relational-queries  1 

Date-time matching  0 

Fuzzy semantic matching of person names  1 

Timezone query adjustment  0 

Enhanced Multi-Frame Image Conversion  0 

Modality Worklist 

Modality Worklist  Information Model 
– FIND 
(1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.31) 

Fuzzy semantic matching of person names  0 

Timezone query adjustment  1 

    

    

 

7.2.4 Association Acceptance 

Table . Extended Negotiation as Acceptor 
SOP Class Extended Negotiation Supported  Comment 

Commented [PH29]: Does this come under Network 
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Commented [PH31]: Check in standard if the parameters 
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Commented [PH33]: Sent in the Response 

Commented [PH34]: Supported Value/s 



Storage 

Applicable to all storage SOP classes 
listed under section 5. 

Level of support Yes  

Level of Digital Signature support No  

Element Coercion  Not supported 

Query 

Patient Root Q/R Information Model 
– FIND 
(1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.1.1) 

Relational-queries   

Date-time matching   

Fuzzy semantic matching of person 
names 

  

Timezone query adjustment   

Enhanced Multi-Frame Image 
Conversion 

  

Study Root Q/R Information Model – 
FIND 
(1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.1.2.1.1) 

Relational-queries   

Date-time matching   

Fuzzy semantic matching of person 
names 

  

Timezone query adjustment   

Enhanced Multi-Frame Image 
Conversion 

  

Modality Worklist 

Modality Worklist  Information 
Model – FIND 
(1.2.840.10008.5.1.4.31) 

Fuzzy semantic matching of person 
names 

  

Timezone query adjustment   

 

7.2.5 Transfer Syntax Selection Policies 

Option 1: 

AE1 will apply the following priorities to the choice of Transfer Syntaxes: 

1. JPEG Lossless, Hierarchical, First-Order Prediction Transfer Syntax 

2. RLE Lossless 

3. Explicit Little Endian Transfer Syntax 

4. Implicit Little Endian Transfer Syntax 

5. Explicit Big Endian Transfer Syntax 

 

NOTE : For Modality Worklist SOP class, the First preferred transfer syntax is ILE.  
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Option 2: 

 

Preference Order Transfer Syntax Comments 

1 JPEG Lossless, Hierarchical, First-Order 
Prediction Transfer Syntax 

 

2 RLE Lossless  

3 Explicit Little Endian Transfer Syntax Explicit Little Endian Transfer 
Syntax will be preferred for 
non-Storage services 

4 Implicit Little Endian Transfer Syntax  

5 Explicit Big Endian Transfer Syntax  

 

NOTE : For Modality Worklist SOP class, the First preferred transfer syntax is ILE.  

 

Option 3 

Preference Order Transfer Syntax Comments 

Compression Transfer Syntax 

1 JPEG Lossless, Hierarchical, First-Order 
Prediction Transfer Syntax 

 

2 RLE Lossless  

Native Transfer Syntax 

3 Explicit Little Endian Transfer Syntax  

4 Implicit Little Endian Transfer Syntax  

5 Explicit Big Endian Transfer Syntax  

 

NOTE : For Modality Worklist SOP class, the First preferred transfer syntax is ILE.  

 

7.2.6 Command Communication Failure Behavior 

7.3 Error Handling 

 

7.3.1 Basic Worklist Service 

7.3.1.1 SCU 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe what is the Application behavior 

Commented [PH36]: Exceptions? 

Commented [PH37]: Sub sections tbe made 
-Image related Objects 
-Non-Image related Objects 
-Video Objects 

Commented [PH38]: Use the description from Chapter 8. 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

when receiving such a status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Error: Unable to process C000-CFFFH <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.1.2 SCP 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Error: Unable to process C000H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.2 Modality Performed Procedure Step 

7.3.2.1 SCU 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation 
successfully. 

Failure Processing Failure - Performed Procedure 
Step Object may no longer be updated 

0110 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the MPPS is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. Additional information in the 
Response will be logged (i.e., Error 
Comment and Error ID). 

Warning Attribute Value Out of Range 0116H The MPPS operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is logged. 
Additional information in the Response 
identifying the attributes out of range will 
be logged (i.e., Elements in the 
Modification List/Attribute List) 

 

7.3.2.2 SCP 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation 
successfully. 

Failure Processing Failure - Performed Procedure 
Step Object may no longer be updated 

0110 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and 
the MPPS is marked as failed. The status 
meaning is logged and reported to the user. 
Additional information in the Response will be 
logged (i.e., Error Comment and Error ID). 

Warning Attribute Value Out of Range 0116H The MPPS operation is considered successful 
but the status meaning is logged. Additional 
information in the Response identifying the 
attributes out of range will be logged (i.e., 
Elements in the Modification List/Attribute List) 

* * Any other 
status code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and 
the MPPS is marked as failed. The status 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

meaning is logged and reported to the user. 

 

7.3.3 Unified Worklist and Procedure Step Service 

7.3.3.1 SCU 

7.3.3.1.1 N-CREATE on UPS Push SOP Class 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success The UPS was created as requested 0000H  

Failure Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate SOP Instance 0111H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Attribute Value 0106H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute Value Out Of Range 0116H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object Instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Missing Attribute 0120H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Missing attribute value 0121H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such Attribute 0105H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute List Error 0107H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The provided value of UPS State 
was not "SCHEDULED". 

C309H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Warning The UPS was created with modifications B300H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.2 N-ACTION - Request UPS Cancel on UPS Push SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success The cancel request is acknowledged 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The UPS is already 
COMPLETED 

C311H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Performer chooses not to 
cancel 

C313H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Specified SOP Instance UID does not 
exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The performer cannot be 
contacted 

C312H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Warning The UPS is already in the requested 
state of CANCELED 

B304H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.3 N-GET on UPS Push SOP Class 

 

7.3.3.1.4 C-FIND on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Unable to process C000-CFFFH <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.5 N-GET on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute List error 0107H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Warning Requested optional Attributes are not 
supported. 

0001H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

 

7.3.3.1.6 N-SET on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Attribute value 0106H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute Value Out Of Range 0116H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Missing attribute value 0121H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such Attribute 0105H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute List error 0107H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The UPS is not in the "IN 
PROGRESS" state 

C310H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The correct Transaction UID was 
not provided 

C301H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The UPS may no longer be 
updated 

C300H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Warning Requested optional Attributes are not 
supported. 

0001H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Coerced invalid values to valid values B305H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.7 N-ACTION - Change UPS State on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success The requested state change was 
performed 

0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Failed: The UPS may no longer be 
updated 

C300H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Failed: The correct Transaction UID 
was not provided 

C301H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Failed: The UPS is already IN 
PROGRESS 

C302H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Failed: The UPS may only become C303H <Describe what is the Application 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

SCHEDULED via N-CREATE, not N-SET 
or N-ACTION 

behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Failed: The UPS has not met final 
state requirements for the requested 
state change 

C304H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Specified SOP Instance UID does not 
exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 Failed: The UPS is not yet in the "IN 
PROGRESS" state 

C310H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

Warning The UPS is already in the requested 
state of CANCELED 

B304H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 The UPS is already in the requested 
state of COMPLETED 

B306H <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

* Any other status code * <Describe what is the Application 
behavior when receiving such a status 
code> 

 

7.3.3.1.8 N-ACTION - Un/Subscribe on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success The requested change of subscription 
state was performed 

0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Receiving AE-TITLE is Unknown to 
this SCP 

C308H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Specified action not appropriate 
for specified instance 

C314H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: SCP does not support Event 
Reports 

C315H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Warning Deletion Lock not granted. B301h <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.9 N-GET on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute List error 0107H <Describe what is the Application behavior 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Warning Requested optional Attributes are not 
supported. 

0001H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.10 C-FIND on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 Failed: Unable to process C000-CFFFH <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.11 N-ACTION - Request UPS Cancel on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success The cancel request is acknowledged 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The UPS is already 
COMPLETED 

C311H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: Performer chooses not to 
cancel 

C313H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Specified SOP Instance UID does not 
exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Failed: The performer cannot be 
contacted 

C312H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Warning The UPS is already in the requested 
state of CANCELED 

B304H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.1.12 N-EVENT-REPORT on UPS Event SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success  0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Invalid Object Instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such event type 0113H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2 SCP 

 

7.3.3.2.1 N-CREATE on UPS Push SOP Class 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success The UPS was created as requested 0000H  

Failure Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate SOP Instance 0111H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Attribute Value 0106H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Attribute Value Out Of Range 0116H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object Instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Missing Attribute 0120H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Missing attribute value 0121H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such Attribute 0105H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Attribute List Error 0107H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The provided value of UPS State 
was not "SCHEDULED". 

C309H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning The UPS was created with modifications B300H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.2 N-ACTION - Request UPS Cancel on UPS Push SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success The cancel request is acknowledged 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS is already COMPLETED C311H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Performer chooses not to cancel C313H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Specified SOP Instance UID does not exist 
or is not a UPS Instance managed by this 
SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The performer cannot be 
contacted 

C312H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning The UPS is already in the requested state 
of CANCELED 

B304H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.3 N-GET on UPS Push SOP Class 

 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Attribute List error 0107H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning Requested optional Attributes are not 
supported. 

0001H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.4 C-FIND on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe the reason why the Application 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

may send this status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Unable to process C000-CFFFH <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.5 N-GET on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Attribute List error 0107H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning Requested optional Attributes are not 
supported. 

0001H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

 

7.3.3.2.6 N-SET on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Attribute value 0106H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Attribute Value Out Of Range 0116H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Missing attribute value 0121H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such Attribute 0105H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Attribute List error 0107H <Describe the reason why the Application 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS is not in the "IN 
PROGRESS" state 

C310H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The correct Transaction UID was 
not provided 

C301H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS may no longer be 
updated 

C300H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning Requested optional Attributes are not 
supported. 

0001H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Coerced invalid values to valid values B305H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.7 N-ACTION - Change UPS State on UPS Pull SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success The requested state change was 
performed 

0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS may no longer be 
updated 

C300H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The correct Transaction UID 
was not provided 

C301H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS is already IN 
PROGRESS 

C302H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS may only become 
SCHEDULED via N-CREATE, not N-SET 
or N-ACTION 

C303H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS has not met final 
state requirements for the requested 
state change 

C304H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Specified SOP Instance UID does not 
exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Failed: The UPS is not yet in the "IN 
PROGRESS" state 

C310H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning The UPS is already in the requested 
state of CANCELED 

B304H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 The UPS is already in the requested 
state of COMPLETED 

B306H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.8 N-ACTION - Un/Subscribe on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success The requested change of subscription 
state was performed 

0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Receiving AE-TITLE is Unknown to 
this SCP 

C308H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Specified action not appropriate 
for specified instance 

C314H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: SCP does not support Event 
Reports 

C315H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning Deletion Lock not granted. B301h <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.9 N-GET on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Attribute List error 0107H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Specified SOP Instance UID does 
not exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning Requested optional Attributes are not 
supported. 

0001H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.10 C-FIND on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Unable to process C000-CFFFH <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 



7.3.3.2.11 N-ACTION - Request UPS Cancel on UPS Watch SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success The cancel request is acknowledged 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: The UPS is already 
COMPLETED 

C311H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Failed: Performer chooses not to 
cancel 

C313H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Specified SOP Instance UID does not 
exist or is not a UPS Instance 
managed by this SCP 

C307H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 Failed: The performer cannot be 
contacted 

C312H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Warning The UPS is already in the requested 
state of CANCELED 

B304H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.3.2.12 N-EVENT-REPORT on UPS Event SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success  0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object Instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such event type 0113H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



 

7.3.4 Instance Availability Notification 

7.3.4.1 SCU 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate SOP Instance 0111H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Attribute Value 0106H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute Value Out Of Range 0116H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object Instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Missing Attribute 0120H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Missing attribute value 0121H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such Attribute 0105H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Attribute List Error 0107H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.4.2 SCP 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Success 0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate SOP Instance 0111H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Attribute value 0106H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Missing Attribute 0120H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Missing attribute value 0121H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such Attribute 0105H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



 

7.3.5 Storage 

7.3.5.1 SCU 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error 
Code 

Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has successfully stored the SOP Instance. If all SOP 
Instances in a send job have status success then the job is marked 
as complete. 

Refused Out of Resources A700-
A7FF 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and the send job is 
marked as failed. The status meaning is logged and the job failure 
is reported to the user via the job control application. This is a 
transient failure. 

Error Data Set does not 
match SOP Class 

A900-
A9FF 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and the send job is 
marked as failed. The status meaning is logged and the job failure 
is reported to the user via the job control application. 

Error Cannot 
Understand 

C000-CFFF The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and the send job is 
marked as failed. The status meaning is logged and the job failure 
is reported to the user via the job control application. 

Warning Coercion of Data 
Elements 

B000 Image transmission is considered successful but the status 
meaning is logged. 

Warning Data Set does not 
match SOP Class 

B007 Image transmission is considered successful but the status 
meaning is logged. 

Warning Elements 
Discarded 

B006 Image transmission is considered successful but the status 
meaning is logged. 

* * Any other 
status 
code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and the send job is 
marked as failed. The status code is logged and the job failure is 
reported to the user via the job control application. 

 

7.3.5.2 SCP 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Status 
Codes 

Related Fields Comment Condition 

Refused Refused: Out of Resources A700 (0000,0902)  There is not enough memory 
to process the store request. 

Error 
Error: Data Set does not 
match SOP Class 

A901 (0000,0901) 

(0000,0902) 

 Indicates that the Data Set 
does not encode a valid 
instance of the SOP Class 
specified. This status is 
returned if the DICOM Object 
stream can be successfully 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Status 
Codes 

Related Fields Comment Condition 

parsed but does not contain 
values for one or more 
mandatory Elements of the 
SOP Class. 

Error: Cannot understand C000 (0000,0901) 

(0000,0902) 

 Indicates that the AE cannot 
parse the Data Set into 
Elements. 

Warning Coercion of Data Elements B000 (0000,0901) 

(0000,0902) 

 Indicates that one or more 
Element values were 
coerced. 

Data Set does not match SOP 
Class 

B007 (0000,0901) 

(0000,0902) 

  

Elements Discarded B006 (0000,0901) 

(0000,0902) 

  

Success Success 0000 None  The received object was 
saved successfully and is 
available for view on the 
Patient directory 

 

7.3.6 Storage Commitment 

7.3.6.1 SCU 

7.3.6.1.1 N-ACTION as SCU on Storage Commitment SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success  0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 No such action 0123H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.6.1.2 N-EVENT-REPORT as SCU on Storage Commitment SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success  0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object Instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such event type 0113H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.6.2 SCP 

7.3.6.2.1 N-ACTION as SCP on Storage Commitment SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success  0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Invalid Object instance 0117H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such action 0123H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Refused: Not Authorized 0124H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 

7.3.6.2.2 N-EVENT-REPORT as SCP on Storage Commitment SOP Class 

 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success  0000H  

Failure Class-instance conflict 0119H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Duplicate invocation 0210H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid argument value 0115H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Invalid Object Instance 0117H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Mistyped argument 0212H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such event type 0113H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such argument 0114H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Class 0118H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 No such SOP Instance 0112H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Processing failure 0110H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

 Resource limitation 0213H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Unrecognized operation 0211H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 

7.3.7 Query/Retrieve 

7.3.7.1 Query SCU 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Error: Unable to process C000-CFFFH <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

* Any other status code. * <Describe what is the Application behavior 
when receiving such a status code> 

 



7.3.7.2 Query SCP 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Matching is complete - No final identifier 
is supplied 

0000H  

Failure Refused: Out of resources A700H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Error: Identifier does not match SOP Class A900H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Error: Unable to process C000H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 SOP Class Not Supported 0122H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Cancel Matching terminated due to cancel  FE00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

Pending Matches are continuing - Current Match 
is supplied and any Optional Keys were 
supported in the same manner as 
Required Keys. 

FF00H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

 Matches are continuing - Warning that 
one or more Optional Keys were not 
supported for existence for this Identifier 

FF01H <Describe the reason why the Application 
may send this status code> 

7.3.7.3 Retrieve SCU 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Status 
Codes 

Related 
Fields 

Impact on 
Storage 

Behaviour 

Refused Out of Resources - 
Unable to calculate 
number of matches 

A701 (0000,0902) The Store 
operation 
will not be 
started 

Retrieval is terminated 

Out of Resources - 
Unable to perform sub-
operations 

A702 (0000,1020) 

(0000,1021) 

(0000,1022) 

(0000,1023) 

The Store 
operation 
will not be 
started 

Retrieval is terminated 

Move Destination 
unknown 

A801 (0000,0902) The Store 
operation 
will not be 
started 

Retrieval is terminated 

Failed Identifier does not A900 (0000,0901)  Retrieval is terminated 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Status 
Codes 

Related 
Fields 

Impact on 
Storage 

Behaviour 

match SOP Class 
(0000,0902) 

Unable to process Cxxx (0000,0901) 

(0000,0902) 

 Retrieval is terminated 

Cancel Sub-operations 
terminated due to 
Cancel Indication 

FE00 (0000,1020) 

(0000,1021) 

(0000,1022) 

(0000,1023) 

 Retrieval is terminated 
(should never occur, since 
cancels never issued) 

Warning Sub-operations 
Complete - One or more 
Failures 

B000 (0000,1020) 

(0000,1022) 

(0000,1023) 

 Retrieval is terminated 

Success Sub-operations 
Complete - No Failures 

0000 (0000,1020) 

(0000,1021) 

(0000,1022) 

(0000,1023) 

 Retrieval is terminated 

Pending Sub-operations are 
continuing 

FF00 (0000,1020) 

(0000,1021) 

(0000,1022) 

(0000,1023) 

 Retrieval continues 

 

7.3.7.4 Retrieve SCP 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation 
successfully. 

Failure Processing Failure - Performed Procedure 
Step Object may no longer be updated 

0110 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and 
the MPPS is marked as failed. The status 
meaning is logged and reported to the user. 
Additional information in the Response will be 
logged (i.e., Error Comment and Error ID). 

Warning Attribute Value Out of Range 0116H The MPPS operation is considered successful 
but the status meaning is logged. Additional 
information in the Response identifying the 
attributes out of range will be logged (i.e., 
Elements in the Modification List/Attribute List) 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Condition 

* * Any other 
status code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and 
the MPPS is marked as failed. The status 
meaning is logged and reported to the user. 

 

7.3.8 Print Management 

7.3.8.1 SCU 

7.3.8.1.1 N-GET as SCU on Printer SOP Class 

Service 
Status 

Further 
Meaning 

Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The request to get printer status information was success. 

* * Any other status 
code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and the print-job is marked 
as failed. The status meaning is logged and reported to the user. 

 

7.3.8.1.2 N-EVENT-REPORT on  Printer SOP Class 

Service 
Status 

Further 
Meaning 

Error 
Code 

Reasons 

Success Success 0000 The notification event has been successfully received. 

Failure No Such Event 
Type 

0113H An invalid Event Type ID was supplied in the N-EVENT-REPORT request. 

Failure Processing Failure 0110H An internal error occurred during processing of the N-EVENT-REPORT. A short 
description of the error will be returned in Error Comment (0000,0902). 

7.3.8.1.3 N-CREATE on Film Session SOP class 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation successfully. 

Warning Attribute Value Out of 
Range 

0116H The N-CREATE operation is considered successful but the 
status meaning is logged. Additional information in the 
Response identifying the attributes out of range will be 
logged (i.e., Elements in the Modification List/Attribute 
List) 

Warning Attribute List Error 0107H The N-CREATE operation is considered successful but the 
status meaning is logged. Additional information in the 
Response identifying the attributes will be logged (i.e., 
Elements in the Attribute Identifier List) 

* * Any other status 
code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and the print-
job is marked as failed. The status meaning is logged and 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

reported to the user. 

7.3.8.1.4 N-DELETE on Printer SOP class 

Service 
Status 

Further 
Meaning 

Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation successfully. 

* * Any other status 
code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT and the print-job is marked 
as failed. The status meaning is logged and reported to the user. 

 

N-CREATE on Film Box SOP class 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation 
successfully. 

Warning Requested Min Density or Max Density 
outside of printer's operating range 

B605H The N-CREATE operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is logged. 

* * Any other status 
code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

 

7.3.8.1.5 N-ACTION on Film Box SOP class 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation 
successfully. The film has been accepted 
for printing. 

Warning Film Box SOP Instance hierarchy does not 
contain Image Box SOP Instances (empty 
page) 

B603H The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

Warning Image size is larger than Image Box size. 
The image has been demagnified. 

B604H The N-ACTION operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is 
logged. 

Warning Image size is larger than Image Box size. 
The image has been cropped to fit. 

B609H The N-ACTION operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is 
logged. 

Warning Image size or Combined Print Image Size is 
larger than Image Box size. The image or 
combined Print Image has been decimated 

B60AH The N-ACTION operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is 
logged. 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

to fit. 

Failure Unable to create Print Job SOP Instance; 
print queue is full. 

C602 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

Failure Image size is larger than Image Box size. C603 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

Failure Combined Print Image Size is larger than 
Image Box size. 

C613 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

* * Any other status 
code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

 

 

7.3.8.1.6 N-SET on Image Box 

Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Success Success 0000 The SCP has completed the operation 
successfully. Image successfully stored in 
Image Box. 

Warning Image size is larger than Image Box size. 
The image has been demagnified. 

B604H The N-SET operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is 
logged. 

Warning Requested Min Density or Max Density 
outside of printer's operating range. 

B605H The N-SET operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is 
logged. 

Warning Image size is larger than Image Box size. 
The image has been cropped to fit. 

B609H The N-SET operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is 
logged. 

Warning Image size or Combined Print Image Size is 
larger than Image Box size. The image or 
combined Print Image has been decimated 
to fit. 

B60AH The N-SET operation is considered 
successful but the status meaning is 
logged. 

Failure Image size is larger than Image Box size. C603 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 



Service 
Status 

Further Meaning Error Code Behavior 

Failure Insufficient memory in printer to store the 
image. 

C605 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

Failure Combined Print Image Size is larger than 
Image Box size. 

C613 The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

* * Any other status 
code. 

The Association is aborted using A-ABORT 
and the print-job is marked as failed. The 
status meaning is logged and reported to 
the user. 

 

7.3.8.2 SCP 

 

7.3.9 STOW 

7.3.9.1 Origin Server 

Status Code Behaviour 

200 (OK) Indicates that the origin server successfully stored or created at least one of the 
representations contained in the request payload and is returning a response payload.  

201 (Created) Indicates that the origin server successfully created at least one of the representations 
contained in the request payload and may be returning a response payload. 

202 (Accepted) Indicates that the origin server successfully validated the request message, but has 
not yet stored or created the representations in the request payload. The origin server 
may or may not have validated the payload. 

The user agent can use a Query or Retrieve transaction later to determine if the 
request has completed. 

204 (No Content) Indicates that the origin server successfully stored all the representations contained in 
the request payload without any modifications and is not returning a response 
payload. 

400 (Bad Request) Indicates that the origin server did not store any of the representations contained in 
the request payload because of errors in the request message. For example, an invalid 
Query Parameter or an invalid SOP instance. 

404 (Not Found) Indicates that the origin server did not find a current representation for the target 
resource or is not willing to disclose that one exists. For example, an unsupported IOD, 
or SOP Instance not on server. 

409 (Conflict) Indicates that the request could not be completed due to a conflict with the current 
state of the target resource. 

Commented [AS39]: For discussion with WG 27 : Is this way 
of documenting status codes sufficient. Our assumption is, that for 
Client Agents: We provide a description of what the system does 
when encountering a status code 
Origin Server: We define the condition when a specific code is 
returned 
 



Status Code Behaviour 

415 (Unsupported Media 
Type) 

Indicates that the origin server does not support the media type specified in the 
Content-Type header field of the request, and none of the representations contained 
in the request were processed or stored. 

 

7.3.9.2 Client Agent 

Status Code Condition 

200 (OK) Indicates that the origin server successfully stored or created at least one of the 
representations contained in the request payload and is returning a response payload.  

201 (Created) Indicates that the origin server successfully created at least one of the representations 
contained in the request payload and may be returning a response payload. 

202 (Accepted) Indicates that the origin server successfully validated the request message, but has 
not yet stored or created the representations in the request payload. The origin server 
may or may not have validated the payload. 

The user agent can use a Query or Retrieve transaction later to determine if the 
request has completed. 

204 (No Content) Indicates that the origin server successfully stored all the representations contained in 
the request payload without any modifications and is not returning a response 
payload. 

400 (Bad Request) Indicates that the origin server did not store any of the representations contained in 
the request payload because of errors in the request message. For example, an invalid 
Query Parameter or an invalid SOP instance. 

404 (Not Found) Indicates that the origin server did not find a current representation for the target 
resource or is not willing to disclose that one exists. For example, an unsupported IOD, 
or SOP Instance not on server. 

409 (Conflict) Indicates that the request could not be completed due to a conflict with the current 
state of the target resource. 

415 (Unsupported Media 
Type) 

Indicates that the origin server does not support the media type specified in the 
Content-Type header field of the request, and none of the representations contained 
in the request were processed or stored. 

 

7.3.10 WADO 

7.3.10.1 Origin Server 

Status Code Condition 

200 (OK) Indicates that the origin server successfully stored or created at least one of the 
representations contained in the request payload and is returning a response payload.  

Commented [AS39]: For discussion with WG 27 : Is this way 
of documenting status codes sufficient. Our assumption is, that for 
Client Agents: We provide a description of what the system does 
when encountering a status code 
Origin Server: We define the condition when a specific code is 
returned 
 



Status Code Condition 

400 (Bad Request) Indicates that the origin server did not store any of the representations contained in 
the request payload because of errors in the request message. For example, an invalid 
Query Parameter or an invalid SOP instance. 

404 (Not Found) Indicates that the origin server did not find a current representation for the target 
resource or is not willing to disclose that one exists. For example, an unsupported IOD, 
or SOP Instance not on server. 

415 (Unsupported Media 
Type) 

Indicates that the origin server does not support the media type specified in the 
Content-Type header field of the request, and none of the representations contained 
in the request were processed or stored. 

 

7.3.10.2 Client Agent 

Status Code Behaviour 

200 (OK)  

400 (Bad Request)  

404 (Not Found)  

415 (Unsupported Media 
Type) 

 

 

7.3.11 QIDO 

7.3.11.1 Origin Server 

7.3.11.2 Client Agent 



8 Security 

8.1 User Credential management (Mostly in Part 7 
under association Negotiation) 

8.2 Configuration Management 

 Version (Patch Level) WG14? 

8.3 Machine Certificate Management 

8.4 Cypher Suites and Ports 

8.5 Security Profiles 

8.6 Deidentification (check with Part 15) 

8.7 Audit Trail Logging 

8.8 Digital Signature 

8.9 Vulnerabilty Tracking and Patch Management  

(Part of DICOM Conformance Statement? Maybe Reference into a different document)Not yet in DICOM  

 



Appendices 

A. Information Object Definitions 

A.1. Common Modules 

All IODs generated by the system use the following common modules or a subset of them, as defined in 
the IOD specific subsections below. 

< Complete the following table and provide information on all attributes that are populated in your IOD, 
add additional attribute, remove attributes not used and provide a description what values are filled in  as 
indicated in the examples>  

Attribute Name Tag Value 

Patient Module  

Patient’s Name (0010,0010) 
<Copied from Modality Worklist or from 
Patient Registration Screen> 

Patient ID (0010,0020)  
<From Modality Worklist or from Patient 
Registration Screen> 

Patient’s Birthdate (0010,0030)  

Patients’s Sex (0010,0040)  

…   

General Study Module 

Study Instance UID (0018,000D) 
From Modality Worklist or generated by 
system 

Study Date (0008,0020) Current system date 

Study Time (0008,0030) Current system time 

Referring Physican’s Name (0008,0090)  

Study ID (0008, 0010) Generated by the system 

Accession Number (0008,0050) Copied from Modality Worklist 

…   

General Series Module 

Modality (0008,0060)   

Series Instance UID (0020,000E)  

Series Number (0020,0011)  

Laterality (0020,0060)   

…   

SR Document Series Module 

Modality (0008,0060) SR 

Series Instance UID (0020,000E)  

Series Number (0020,0011)  

Commented [AS40]: Move back up to Storage SCU section 5 
Check with WG31 
Include privates attributes to each IOD 

Commented [AS41]: Need some instruction text that states 
that for each IOD marked in 5.1.2 as created a subsection is 
needed 

Commented [AS42]:  

Commented [AS43]: Need to state that  

Commented [AS44]:  
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Commented [AS46]: Should we standardize on the language 
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* User entered 
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* Always empty 
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Commented [AS47]: Add a column for Source which contains 
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Also add a column for presence of Atribute/Value: Always, Value 
conditional, attribute conditionals  and Empty 
Do we need to distinguish between attribute present and value 
present 
Keep column value 



Referenced Performed Procedure 
Step Sequence 

(0008,1111)  

…   

Key Object Document Series Module 

Modality (0008,0060) KO 

Series Instance UID (0020,000E)  

Series Number (0020,0011)  

Referenced Performed Procedure 
Step Sequence 

(0008,1111)  

…   

Frame of Reference Module 

Frame of Reference UID (0020, 0052)   

(Position Reference Indicator 0020,1040)  

…   

General Equipment Module 

Manufacturer (008,0070)  

Institution Name (0080,0080)  

Station Name (0008,1020)  

Manufacturer’s Model Name (0008,1090)  

Device Serial Number  (0008,1000)  

Software Versions (0018,1020)  

Pixel Padding Value (0028,0120)  

…   

Enhanced General Equipement  Module 

Manufacturer (008,0070)  

Manufacturer’s Model Name (0008,1090)  

Device Serial Number  (0008,1000)  

Software Versions (0018,1020)  

   

General Image Module 

Instance Number (0020,0013)  

Patient Orientation (0020,0020)  

Content Date ((0008,0023)  

Content Time (0008,0033)  

Image Type (0008,0008)  

…   

Image Pixel Module 

Commented [AS48]: Do we need both general and enhanced 
general equipment module 



Samples per Pixel (0028,0002)  

Photometric Interpretation (0028,0004)  

Rows (0028,0010)  

Columns (0028,0011)  

Bits Allocated (0008,1000)  

Bits Stored (0028,1001)  

High Bit (0028,1002)  

Pixel Representation (0028,1001)  

Planar Configuration (0028,0006)  

Pixel Aspect Ratio (0028,0034)  

…   

SOP Common Module 

SOP Class UID (0008,0016)  

SOP Instance UID (0008,0018)  

Specific Characterset (0008,0005)  

…   

  

 

A.2. Image IOD 1 

<Create one subchapter A.x for each IOD generated by the system. Provide a list of common modules 
supported as well as detailed information for each IOD specific module>  

Attribute Name Tag Value 

Patient Module  

General Study Module 

General Series Module 

Enhanced General Equipment  Module 

General Image Module 

Image Pixel Module 

SOP Common Module 

<List all IOD specific modules here: e.g. US Image and US Region of Calibration for Ultrasound 
images>  

   

   

    

 



B. Structured Report Encoding 

B.1. Summary of all Supported TIDs 

<Provide a list of all SR TIDs supported by your product. Please indicate whether they can be created 
and/or displayed>  

Name TID Create Display 

    

Basic Diagnostic Imaging Report 2000   

Procedure Log  3001   

IVUS Reprort 3250   

Adult Echocardiography Procedure 
Report 

5200   

 

B.2. Basic Diagnostic Imaging Report 

<For each SR TID supported by the system provide a subsection B.x to provide the details on the encoding 
og the SR> 

 

 

 

 

Commented [AS49]: Put in Section 5 for Summary Section 
5.1.2 - DONE 



9 BACKUP Tables 

Table 1: Supported DICOM SR TIDs 

Name TID Create Display 

    

Basic Diagnostic Imaging Report 2000   

Procedure Log  3001   

IVUS Reprort 3250   

    

 

Table 2 - Media Services 

Media Storage Application Profile 
Write Files (FSC or 

FSU) 
Read Files (FSR) 

Update Files (FSU) 

Compact Disk - Recordable 

STD-GEN-CD      

AUG-GEN-CD      

      

DVD 

AUG-GEN-DVD      

AUG- GEN-DVD-J2K      

STD-GEN-DVD      

STD-GEN-DVD-J2K      

    

USB 

AUG- GEN-USB-J2K      



STD-GEN-USB-J2K      

    

 

Table 3 - Implementation Identifying Information 

Name Value 

Application Context Name   

Implementation Class UID   

Implementation Version Name   

 

Table 4 – Attribute Confidentiality Profiles 

Profile Option 

Basic Application Level Confidentiality 
Profile 

  

Basic Application Level Confidentiality 
Profile 

 • Clean Pixel Data Option 

    

 

Table 5 – Basic Configuration Information 

Local AE Titles 

AE Title Service Role (SCU/SCP) Port 

AE_WORKLIST Modality Worklist  Information, 
Modality Performed Procedure Step 
SOP Class 

SCU  

AE_STORAGE All supported Storage Services, 
Storage Commitment Push Model 
SOP Class 

SCU/SCP 104 

    



Remote AE Titles 

AE Title Service Role (SCU/SCP) Port 

AE_MWL_PROVIDER Modality Worklist  Information, 
Modality Performed Procedure Step 
SOP Class 

SCP 104 

    

    

Other Configuration Information 

Parameter Service/AET Default Value Description 

    

    

 


